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WHAT ARE "S" PARAMETERS?

"S" parameters are reflection and transmission coefficients, familiar concepts to RF and microwave designers. Transmission coefficients are commonly called gains or attenuations; reflection coefficients are directly related to VSWR’s and impedances.

Conceptually they are like "h", "y", or "z" parameters because they describe the inputs and outputs of a black box. The inputs and outputs are in terms of power for "s" parameters, while they are voltages and currents for "h", "y", and "z" parameters. Using the convention that "a" is a signal into a port and "b" is a signal out of a port, the figure below will help to explain "s" parameters.

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{TEST DEVICE} & \quad \text{S}11 & \text{S}12 \\
& \text{S}21 & \text{S}22 \\
\end{align*}
\]

In this figure, "a" and "b" are the square roots of power, \((a)^2\) is the power incident at port 1 and \((b)^2\) is the power leaving port 2. The diagram shows the relationship between the "s" parameters and the "a" and "b" parameters. For example, a signal \(a_1\) is partially reflected at port 1 and the rest of the signal is transmitted through the device and out of port 2. The fraction of \(a_1\) that is reflected at port 1 is \(s_{11}\), and the fraction of \(a_1\) that is transmitted is \(s_{12}\). Similarly, the fraction of \(a_2\) that is reflected at port 2 is \(s_{21}\), and the fraction \(s_{22}\) is transmitted.

The signal \(b_2\) leaving port 1 is the sum of the fraction of \(a_1\) that was reflected at port 1 and the fraction of \(a_2\) that was transmitted from port 2.

Thus, the outputs can be related to the inputs by the equations:

\[
\begin{align*}
b_1 &= s_{11} a_1 + s_{12} a_2 \\
b_2 &= s_{21} a_1 + s_{22} a_2
\end{align*}
\]

When \(a_1 = 0\), \(s_{11} = s_{21} = 0\), and when \(a_1 = 0\), \(s_{12} = s_{22} = 0\).

The setup below shows how \(s_{11}\) and \(s_{22}\) are measured.

**50Ω TRANSMISSION LINE**

Port 1 is driven and \(a_1\) is made zero by terminating the 50 Ω transmission line coming out of port 2 in its characteristic 50 Ω impedance. This termination ensures that none of the transmitted signal, \(b_2\), will be reflected toward the test device.

Similarly, the setup for measuring \(s_{12}\) and \(s_{21}\) is:

\[
\begin{align*}
50\text{Ω TERMINATION} & \quad 50\text{Ω TRANSMISSION LINE}
\end{align*}
\]

If the usual "h", "y", or "z" parameters are desired, they can be calculated readily from the "s" parameters. Electronic computers and calculators make these conversions especially easy.

WHY "S" PARAMETERS

"S" parameters are vector quantities; they give magnitude and phase information. Most measurements of microwave components, like attenuation, gain, and VSWR, have historically been measured only in terms of magnitude. Why? Mainly because it was too difficult to obtain both phase and magnitude information.

"S" parameters are measured so easily that obtaining accurate phase information is no longer a problem. Measurements like electrical length or dielectric coefficient can be determined readily from the phase of a transmission coefficient. The device terminals are known to have only knowing a VSWR and knowing the exact impedance. VSWR's have been useful in calculating mismatch uncertainty, but when components are characterized with "s" parameters there is no mismatch uncertainty. The mismatch error can be precisely calculated.

Easy To Measure

Two-port "s" parameters are easy to measure at high frequencies because the device under test is terminated in the characteristic impedance of the measuring system. The characteristic impedance termination has the following advantages:

1. The termination is accurate at high frequencies, so it is possible to build an accurate characteristic impedance load. "Open" or "short" terminations are required to determine "h", "y", or "z" parameters, but lead inductance and capacitance make these terminations unrealistic at high frequencies.

2. No tuning is required to terminate a device in the characteristic impedance. Positioning an "open" or "short" at the terminals of a test device requires precision tuning. A "short" is placed at the end of a transmission line, and the line length is precisely varied until an "open" or "short" is reflected to the device terminals. On the other hand, if a characteristic impedance load is placed at the end of the line, the device will see the characteristic impedance regardless of line length.

3. Broadband swept frequency measurements are possible because the device will remain terminated in the characteristic impedance as frequency changes. However, a carefully reflected "open" or "short" will move away from the device terminals as frequency is changed, and will need to be "tuned in" at each frequency.

4. The termination enhances stability. It provides a resistive termination that stabilizes many negative resistance devices, which might otherwise tend to oscillate.

An advantage due to the inherent nature of "s" parameters is:

5. Different devices can be measured with one setup, so probes do not have to be located right at the test device. Requiring probes to be located at the test device imposes severe limitations on the setup's ability to adapt to different types of devices.

Easy To Use

Quicker, more accurate microwave design is possible with "s" parameters. When a Smith Chart is laid over a polar display of \(s_11\) or \(s_{22}\), the input or output impedance is read directly. If a swept-frequency source is used, the display becomes a graph of input or output impedance versus frequency. Likewise, CW or swept-frequency displays of gain or attenuation can be made.

"S" parameter design techniques have been used for some time. The Smith Chart and "s" parameters are used to optimize matching networks and to design transistor amplifiers. Amplifiers can be designed for maximum gain, or for a specific gain over a given frequency range. Amplifier stability can be investigated, and oscillators can be designed.

These techniques are explained in the literature listed at the bottom of this page. Free copies can be obtained from your local Hewlett-Packard Sales Representative.
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THE STATE OF HIGH-FREQUENCY CIRCUIT DESIGN

The designer of high-frequency circuits can now do in hours what formerly took weeks or months. For a long time there has been no simple, accurate way to characterize high-frequency circuit components. Now, in a matter of minutes, the frequency response of the inputs and outputs of a device can be measured as s parameters.

As shown in some of the articles in this application note, an amplifier circuit can be completely designed on a Smith Chart with s-parameter data. Circuit design is greatly accelerated by using small computers or calculators to solve lengthy vector design equations. This leads to some creative man-machine interactions where the designer can "tweak" his circuit via the computer and see how its response is affected. The computer can search through hundreds of thousands of possible designs and select the best one. An even more powerful approach that makes one's imagination run away with itself is to combine the measuring equipment and the computer as in the HP 8541A. Theoretically, one could plug in a transistor, specify the type of circuit to be designed, and get a readout of the optimal design.

This note consists primarily of a collection of recent articles describing the s-parameter design of high-frequency circuits. Following the articles is a brief section describing the rather straightforward technique of measuring s parameters. Many useful design equations and techniques are contained in this literature, and amplifier design, stability, and high-frequency transistor characterization are fully discussed.
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MICROWAVE TRANSISTOR CHARACTERIZATION

Julius Lange describes the parameters he feels are most important for characterizing microwave transistors. These include the two-port s parameters, MSG (maximum stable gain), Gmax (maximum tuned or maximum available gain), K (Rollett's stability factor), and U (unilateral gain). The test setups used for measuring these parameters are described and a transistor fixture for TI-line transistors plus a slide screw tuner designed by Lange are shown. The article concludes with equations relating y parameters, h parameters, MSG, Gmax, K, and U to the two-port s parameters.
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MICROWAVE TRANSISTOR CHARACTERIZATION
INCLUDING S-PARAMETERS*

by

Julius Lange

A. INTRODUCTION

Since introduction of transistors with much improved high frequency capabilities, new techniques and hardware for transistor characterization have been developed. Older methods, such as characterization by H or Y parameters, are not suitable above 1 GHz since at these frequencies the package parasitics affect the response significantly. Also, test equipment for measuring those parameters directly is not available.

When measurements above 1 GHz are made on discrete components such as transistors or diodes the following basic difficulties arise:

1) Terminals of the intrinsic device (semiconductor chip) are not directly accessible; that is, between the device and the measurement apparatus there is interposed a network consisting of package parasitics, transmission lines, etc. Thus, the device properties have to be measured with respect to some convenient external terminals, and then referred back to the intrinsic device via a mathematical transformation. This makes characterization in terms of invariant parameters such as maximum available gain (maximum tuned gain), maximum stable gain, and unilateral gain very attractive.

2) Special care must be taken to ensure that the tuning and dc bias networks do not present reactive, that is non-dissipative, impedances to the transistor at low frequencies causing insufficient loading, which can easily result in oscillations. The use of slide–screw tuners and

* The majority of the data presented in this paper was developed by Texas Instruments Incorporated under Contract No. DA 28–043 AMC–01371(E) for the United States Army Electronics Command, Fort Monmouth, New Jersey.
characterization in terms of S-parameters greatly alleviates this problem.

3) If open or short circuit terminations are desired, as is necessary for H, Y, or Z parameter measurements, resonant lines must be used. This causes a high degree of frequency sensitivity which makes broadband swept frequency measurements impossible and may allow the transistor to oscillate. Since broadband 50 Ω terminations are easily obtainable using standard components, S-parameter measurements are more practical.

4) The sources of error are multiplied and special attention must be paid to consistency and accurate calibration. A consistent set of reference planes must be established and losses and discontinuities must be held to a minimum.

B. S-PARAMETER MEASUREMENTS

The small signal response of a discrete two-port device is defined in terms of four variables $v_1$, $i_1$, $v_2$, and $i_2$, the voltages, and currents at the input and output terminals respectively as shown in Figure 1. Any two of the variables can be chosen as the independent variables making the other two dependent variables. This gives rise to the familiar Z, Y, and H parameters. In the S-parameter representation linear combinations of the currents and voltages are used as the independent and dependent variables. The independent variables are defined as:

$$a_1 = \frac{1}{2\sqrt{Z_o}} (v_1 + Z_o i_1)$$

$$a_2 = \frac{1}{2\sqrt{Z_o}} (v_2 + Z_o i_2)$$

the dependent variables as:

$$b_1 = \frac{1}{2\sqrt{Z_o}} (v_1 - Z_o i_1)$$

$$b_2 = \frac{1}{2\sqrt{Z_o}} (v_2 - Z_o i_2)$$

1-2
Here \( Z_0 \) is a real impedance called the characteristic impedance. Thus, the S-parameter matrix is defined by:

\[
b_1 = S_{11} a_1 + S_{12} a_2
\]

\[
b_2 = S_{21} a_1 + S_{22} a_2
\]

By slightly changing the definitions, complex values of \( Z_0 \) different for the two ports can be used. But these have theoretical significance only and are impractical for measurements. Since 50 \( \Omega \) coaxial transmission line components such as slotted lines and directional couplers are readily available, \( Z_0 \) is generally taken to be 50 \( \Omega \).

At times \( a_1 \) and \( a_2 \) are referred to as the "incident voltage waves" and \( b_1 \) and \( b_2 \) as the "reflected voltage waves". If the device is terminated in \( Z_0 \) at the input and output, \( S_{11} \) and \( S_{22} \) are the input and output reflection coefficients, \( |S_{21}|^2 \) and \( |S_{12}|^2 \) are the forward and reverse insertion gains, and \( /S_{21} \) and \( /S_{12} \) are the insertion phase shifts. Also \( |a_1|^2 \) is the power available from the generator (internal impedance \( =Z_0 \)) and \( |b_2|^2 \) is the power dissipated in the load (load\( =Z_0 \)). A derivation of these relationships is given in the appendix.
The S-parameters completely determine the small signal behavior of a device. Formulas for deriving the Y and H parameters and various gain and stability relationships from the S-parameters are given in the appendix.

The S-parameters can be measured using commercial test sets such as the hp-8410A network analyzer. A block diagram of the measurement setups is shown in Figures 2 and 3. Figure 2 illustrates the measurement of the transmission coefficients $S_{12}$ and $S_{21}$. A swept-frequency source feeds a power divider which has two outputs, a reference channel and a test channel. The device to be measured is inserted into the test channel and a line stretcher is inserted into the reference channel. The line stretcher compensates for excess electrical length in the device. Both channels are then fed to the test set which measures the complex ratio between the two signals. This ratio is the desired parameter.

The reflection coefficients $S_{11}$ and $S_{22}$ are measured using the setup shown in Figure 3. There the swept-frequency source is fed into a dual-directional coupler. One port of the device is connected to the measurement port of the coupler the other port is terminated in a 50 $\Omega$ load. The reference output of the coupler which samples the incident wave is fed to the complex ratio test set via a line stretcher. The test output which samples the wave reflected from the device is fed directly to the test set. The line stretcher allows the plane at which the measurement is made to be extended past the connector to the unknown device.

![Block Diagram](image)

Figure 2. Setup for Measuring $S_{12}$ and $S_{21}$
Figure 3. Setup for Measuring $S_{11}$ and $S_{22}$

The stretchable lines in the measurement setups, Figures 2 and 3, allow the input and output measurement planes to be placed anywhere. Care must be taken to ensure that all four S-parameters are measured with reference to the same planes. Sexless connectors such as GR900 or APC-7 are used to establish the reference planes. These connectors allow precision shorts to be placed exactly at the mating planes of the connectors.

Since $S_{11}$ and $S_{22}$ are reflection coefficients, they can be measured with a slotted line. This is the most accurate method; it is, however, cumbersome and unsuited for swept frequency measurements. The reflectometer method described above is much more convenient. The transmission coefficients, $S_{12}$ and $S_{21}$ cannot be measured with a slotted line.

Test fixtures and dc bias injection networks used for S-parameter measurements must have low loss and very low VSWR. Design principles will be discussed below in the section on test fixtures.

C. GAIN AND STABILITY MEASUREMENTS

While it is true that the S-parameters of transistor completely and uniquely characterize it for the small signal condition several gain and stability parameters (MSG, GMAX, K, and U) are measured for the following reasons:
The S-parameters do not give any direct indication of the level of performance of the device as an amplifier.

Even though these parameters can be calculated from the S-parameters, direct measurement is preferable to calculation by formula because of round-off errors.

These parameters are invariant under various transformations. This makes them insensitive to header parasitics and reference plane location. Thus the parameters are the same for the bare chip as for the packaged device. This allows one to evaluate the intrinsic capabilities of the chip itself.

Gain and stability parameters are defined below:

1. **MSG (Maximum Stable Gain)** -- is the square root of the ratio of the forward to the reverse power gain. The only requirement is that the device terminations be the same for both measurements. MSG is unaffected by input or output parasitics but it is sensitive to feedback parasitics such as common lead inductance or feedthrough capacitance.

2. **GMAX (Maximum Tuned Gain-Maximum Available Gain)** -- is the forward power gain when the input and the output are simultaneously conjugately matched. GMAX is only defined for an unconditionally stable device (K > 1, see below). It is unaffected by lossless input or output parasitics but it is sensitive to loss or feedback.

3. **K (Rollett's Stability Factor \(1/k\))** is a measure of oscillatory tendency. For K < 1 the device is potentially unstable and can be induced into oscillation by the application of some combination of passive load and source admittances. For K > 1 the transistor is unconditionally stable, that is in the absence of an external feedback path, no passive load or source admittance will induce oscillations. K is the inverse of Linvill's C factor and plays an important part in amplifier design.

For K > 1, K can be computed from the MSG and GMAX by the formula:

\[
K = \frac{1}{2} \left( \frac{MSG}{GMAX} + \frac{GMAX}{MSG} \right)
\]

For K < 1, K must be computed from the S-parameters as shown in the appendix.
4. **U (Unilateral Gain–Mason Invariant)** $^2$ is the most unique figure of merit for a device. It is defined as the forward power gain in a feedback amplifier whose reverse gain has been adjusted to zero by a lossless reciprocal feedback network. Because of the feedback loop employed in the measurement of **UG**, the transistor may be imbedded in any lossless-reciprocal network without changing its unilateral gain. This makes unilateral gain invariant with respect to any lossless header parasitics or changes in common lead configuration.

Alternately **U** can be derived from **MSG**, **K**, and $\theta$, the difference between forward and reverse phase shift. This difference, being the "phase of MSG" is invariant under input and output transformations like the **MSG** itself. The formula for **U** is$^4$:

$$U = \frac{\text{MSG} - 2 \cos \theta + \text{MSG}^{-1}}{2(K - \cos \theta)} \approx \frac{\text{MSG}}{2(K - \cos \theta)}$$

Figure 4 shows a setup for measuring MSG, GMAX, K, and **U** in one simple procedure as follows:

Tune for maximum forward gain and record gain (which is GMAX) and phase.

Turn device and tuners around and record gain and phase.

Get gain ratio and phase difference, as described above, and calculate MSG, K, and **U**.

Figure 4. Setup for Measuring MSG, GMAX, K, U
D. TEST FIXTURES

Measurements at frequencies above 1 GHz require test fixtures which have low loss and VSWR. An example which fulfills these requirements is the improved mount for TI-Line® packages shown in Figure 5. This mount contains two low VSWR coax to stripline adaptors which feed the input and output 50 Ohm tri-plate strip transmission lines. These lines are carried to the very edge of the package. Contact to the input and output leads is made by clamping the flat leads between the striplines and the upper dielectric.

Another important feature of the mount is the grounding scheme. For a three-terminal device in a tri-plate structure, it is very important to ground the device to both ground planes at the same point. Therefore, the flange of the transistor package is clamped between the two ground planes. The ground lead of the package serves no purpose other than mechanical alignment.

When designing tuning and bias insertion networks for use above 1 GHz the low frequency response must be taken into account, since most devices have high gain at low frequencies and will break into oscillations when insufficiently loaded. For S-parameter measurements the device terminations should present 50 Ohm at least down to 10 MHz. This can best be accomplished by inserting high capacitance dc blocks into the outer conductors of the transmission lines leading to the device and providing dc returns through T-pad attenuators. High quality wide-band bias tees can also be used.

For making tuned power gain measurements, such as MAG and U, the special slide-screw tuner shown in Figure 6 has been built. It consists of a coaxial 50-Ohm characteristic impedance slab line (round center conductor; two slabs as outer conductor ground return) provided with an anodized aluminum tuning slug whose position and penetration are adjustable. This tuner has the following advantages over the conventional multiple-stub tuners.

The distance between the device terminals and the tuning elements (movable slugs) can be made very small. This discourages parasitic oscillations and extends the usable frequency range to 9 GHz, the limiting frequency of the connectors.

The tuning elements are "transparent" at dc and low frequencies. Thus the dc bias elements can be placed outside of the tuning elements in a low VSWR portion of the system. Consequently losses are reduced and made independent of the VSWR of the transistor, making it easy to account for them.
Figure 5. Improved TI-Line® Mount
If high-capacitance outer blocks and T-pad attenuators are used for biasing the transistor sees 50 Ω at both input and output at low frequencies, resulting in heavy loading which very effectively suppresses oscillatory tendencies.

VSWRs as high as 30 have been achieved at 1 GHz while still maintaining low loss.
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APPENDIX

SPECIAL S-PARAMETER RELATIONSHIPS

Let \( Y_L = Y_L = \frac{1}{Z_0} \)

\( S_{11} \) = input reflection coefficient

\( S_{22} \) = output reflection coefficient

\[ |s_1|^2 = \frac{V_1}{V_e} \] = power available from generator

\[ |b_2|^2 = \frac{V_L}{V_e} \] = output power

Therefore

\[ |S_{21}|^2 \] = forward transducer (insertion) gain

\[ |S_{12}|^2 \] = reverse transducer gain

Derivations:

Let \( Z_L = \) input impedance with \( Y_L = \frac{1}{Z_0} \)

Then

\[ S_{11} = \frac{b_1}{a_1} \frac{v_i - Z_0 \frac{v_i}{v_i + Z_0}}{v_i + Z_0 \frac{v_i}{v_i + Z_0}} \]

\[ i_2 = -Y_L \frac{v_2}{v_1} \]

\[ b_2 = \frac{1}{2} \frac{Z_0}{\sqrt{Z_0}} \left[ v_i - Z_0 \left( -Y_L \frac{v_2}{v_1} \right) \right] = \frac{1}{2} \sqrt{\frac{Z_0}{Z_0}} \]

\[ s_1 = \frac{1}{2} \sqrt{\frac{Z_0}{Z_0}} \left( v_1 + Z_0 \frac{v_1}{v_1 + Z_0} \right) = \frac{1}{2} \frac{1}{\sqrt{Z_0}} \]

Conversion Formulas

\[ Y_{11} = \frac{S_{12} S_{21} + (1 - S_{11}) (1 + S_{22})}{-S_{12} S_{21} + (1 - S_{11}) (1 + S_{22})} \frac{1}{Z_0} \]

\[ Y_{12(21)} = \frac{-2S_{12} (S_{21})}{-S_{12} S_{21} + (1 - S_{11}) (1 + S_{22})} \frac{1}{Z_0} \]

\[ Y_{22} = \frac{S_{12} S_{21} + (1 + S_{11}) (1 - S_{22})}{-S_{12} S_{21} + (1 + S_{11}) (1 + S_{22})} \frac{1}{Z_0} \]

\[ Y_{11} = \frac{-S_{12} S_{21} + (1 + S_{11}) (1 + S_{22})}{-S_{12} S_{21} + (1 - S_{11}) (1 + S_{22})} \]

\[ H_{12} = \frac{2S_{12}}{S_{12} S_{21} + (1 - S_{11}) (1 + S_{22})} \]

\[ H_{21} = \frac{-2S_{21}}{S_{12} S_{21} + (1 - S_{11}) (1 + S_{22})} \]

\[ H_{12} = \frac{-S_{12} S_{21} + (1 + S_{11}) (1 - S_{22})}{-S_{12} S_{21} + (1 - S_{11}) (1 + S_{22})} \frac{1}{Z_0} \]
\[
\text{MSG} = \begin{bmatrix} S_{21} \\ S_{12} \end{bmatrix}
\]

\[
K = 1 + \frac{S_{11} S_{22} - S_{12} S_{21}}{2} \left( S_{12} - \left| S_{22} \right|^2 - S_{11} - \left| S_{21} \right|^2 \right)
\]

\[
\text{MAG} = \begin{bmatrix} S_{21} \\ S_{12} \end{bmatrix} \left( K - \sqrt{K^2 - 1} \right)
\]

\[
V = \frac{1/2 \left| S_{21}/S_{12} - 1 \right|^2}{K \left| S_{21}/S_{12} \right| - \text{Re} \left( S_{21}/S_{12} \right)}
\]
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SCATTERING PARAMETERS SPEED DESIGN OF HIGH-FREQUENCY TRANSISTOR CIRCUITS

Fritz Weinert's article gives the neophyte a particularly good understanding of S parameters and how they relate to transistors and transistor circuit design. Weinert lucidly explains how to design a stable amplifier for a given gain over a specified bandwidth. He concludes by discussing the accuracy and limitations of his measuring system.
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Scattering parameters speed design of high-frequency transistor circuits

At frequencies above 100 Mhz scattering parameters are easily measured and provide information difficult to obtain with conventional techniques that use h, y or z parameters.

By Fritz Weinert
Hewlett-Packard Co., Palo Alto, Calif.

Performance of transistors at high frequencies has so improved that they are now found in all solid-state microwave equipment. But operating transistors at high frequencies has meant design problems:

- Manufacturers' high-frequency performance data is frequently incomplete or not in proper form.
- Values of h, y or z parameters, ordinarily used in circuit design at lower frequencies, can't be measured accurately above 100 megahertz because establishing the required short and open circuit conditions is difficult. Also, a short circuit frequently causes the transistor to oscillate under test.
- These problems are yielding to a technique that uses scattering or s parameters to characterize the high-frequency performance of transistors. Scattering parameters can make the designer's job easier.
  - They are derived from power ratios, and consequently provide a convenient method for measuring circuit losses.
  - They provide a physical basis for understanding what is happening in the transistor, without need for an understanding of device physics.
  - They are easy to measure because they are based on reflection characteristics rather than short-or open-circuit parameters.

Like other methods that use h, y or z parameters, the scattering-parameter technique does not require a suitable equivalent circuit to represent the transistor device. It is based on the assumption that the transistor is a two-port network—and its terminal behavior is defined in terms of four parameters, $s_{11}$, $s_{12}$, $s_{21}$ and $s_{22}$, called s or scattering parameters.

Since four independent parameters completely define any two-port at any one frequency, it is possible to convert from one known set of parameters to another. At frequencies above 100 Mhz, however, it becomes increasingly difficult to measure the h, y or z parameters. At these frequencies it is difficult to obtain well defined short and open circuits and short circuits frequently cause the device to oscillate. However, s parameters may be measured directly up to a frequency of 1 gigahertz. Once obtained, it is easy to convert the s parameters into any of the h, y or z terms by means of tables.

Suggested measuring systems

To measure scattering parameters, the unknown transistor is terminated at both ports by pure resistances. Several measuring systems of this kind have been proposed. They have these advantages:

- Parasitic oscillations are minimized because of the broadband nature of the transistor terminations.
- Transistor measurements can be taken remotely whenever transmission lines connect the semiconductor to the source and load—especially when the line has the same characteristic impedance as the source and load respectively.
- Swept-frequency measurements are possible instead of point-by-point methods. Theoretical work shows scattering parameters can simplify design.

Fritz K. Weinert, who joined the technical staff of Hewlett-Packard in 1964, is project leader in the network analysis section of the microwave laboratory. He holds patents and has published papers on pulse circuits, tapered-line transformers, digital-tuned circuits and shielding systems.

Scattering-parameter definitions

To measure and define scattering parameters the two-port device, or transistor, is terminated at both ports by a pure resistance of value \( Z_0 \), called the reference impedance. Then the scattering parameters are defined by \( s_{11}, s_{12}, s_{21} \) and \( s_{22} \). Their physical meaning is derived from the two-port network shown in figure first below.

Two sets of parameters, \((a_1, b_1)\) and \((a_2, b_2)\), represent the incident and reflected waves for the two-port network at terminals 1-1' and 2-2' respectively. Equations 1a through 1d define them.

\[
\begin{align*}
    a_1 &= \frac{1}{2} \left( \frac{V_1}{\sqrt{Z_0}} + \sqrt{Z_0} I_1 \right) \\
    b_1 &= \frac{1}{2} \left( \frac{V_1}{\sqrt{Z_0}} - \sqrt{Z_0} I_1 \right) \\
    a_2 &= \frac{1}{2} \left( \frac{V_2}{\sqrt{Z_0}} + \sqrt{Z_0} I_2 \right) \\
    b_2 &= \frac{1}{2} \left( \frac{V_2}{\sqrt{Z_0}} - \sqrt{Z_0} I_2 \right)
\end{align*}
\]

The scattering parameters for the two-port network are given by equation 2.

\[ b_1 = s_{11} a_1 + s_{12} a_2 \]
\[ b_2 = s_{21} a_1 + s_{22} a_2 \]

In matrix form the set of equations of 2 becomes

\[
\begin{bmatrix}
    b_1 \\
    b_2
\end{bmatrix} =
\begin{bmatrix}
    s_{11} & s_{12} \\
    s_{21} & s_{22}
\end{bmatrix}
\begin{bmatrix}
    a_1 \\
    a_2
\end{bmatrix}
\]

where the matrix

\[
\begin{bmatrix}
    s_{11} & s_{12} \\
    s_{21} & s_{22}
\end{bmatrix}
\]

is called the scattering matrix of the two-port network. Therefore the scattering parameters of the two-port network can be expressed in terms of the incident and reflected parameters as:

\[
\begin{align*}
    s_{11} &= \frac{b_1}{a_1} \quad a_2 = 0 \quad s_{12} = \frac{b_1}{a_2} \quad a_1 = 0 \\
    s_{21} &= \frac{b_2}{a_1} \quad a_2 = 0 \quad s_{22} = \frac{b_2}{a_2} \quad a_1 = 0
\end{align*}
\]

In equation 5, the parameter \( s_{11} \) is called the input reflection coefficient; \( s_{21} \) is the forward transmission coefficient; \( s_{12} \) is the reverse transmission coefficient; and \( s_{22} \) is the output reflection coefficient. All four scattering parameters are expressed as ratios of reflected to incident parameters.

Physical meaning of parameters

The implications of setting the incident parameters \( a_1 \) and \( a_2 \) at zero help explain the physical

---
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meaning of these scattering parameters.

By setting \( a_2 = 0 \), expressions for \( s_{11} \) and \( s_{22} \) can be found. The terminating section of the two-port network is at bottom of page 79 with the parameters \( a_2 \) and \( b_2 \) of the 2-2' port. If the load resistor \( Z_0 \) is thought of as a one-port network with a scattering parameter

\[
s_2 = \frac{Z_0 - R_{02}}{Z_0 + R_{02}}
\]

(6)

where \( R_{02} \) is the reference impedance of port 2, then \( a_2 \) and \( b_2 \) are related by

\[
a_2 = b_2 s_2
\]

(7)

When the reference impedance \( R_{02} \) is set equal to the local impedance \( Z_0 \), then \( s_2 \) becomes

\[
s_2 = \frac{Z_0 - Z_0}{Z_0 + Z_0} = 0
\]

(8)

so that \( a_2 = 0 \) under this condition. Similarly, when \( a_1 = 0 \), the reference impedance of port 1 is equal to the terminating impedance; that is, \( R_{01} = Z_0 \). The conditions \( a_1 = 0 \) and \( a_2 = 0 \) merely imply that the reference impedances \( R_{01} \) and \( R_{02} \) are chosen to be equal to the terminating resistors \( Z_0 \).

In the relationship between the driving-point impedances at ports 1 and 2 and the reflection coefficients \( s_{11} \) and \( s_{22} \), the driving-point impedances can be denoted by:

\[
Z_{in} = \frac{V_1}{I_1}; \quad Z_{out} = \frac{V_2}{I_2}
\]

(9)

From the relationship

\[
s_{11} = \frac{b_1}{a_1} \left| a_2 = 0 \right.
\]

\[
s_{11} = \frac{1}{2} \left[ \left( \frac{V_1}{\sqrt{Z_0}} - \sqrt{Z_0} I_1 \right) + \left( \frac{V_1}{\sqrt{Z_0}} + \sqrt{Z_0} I_1 \right) \right]
\]

which reduces to

\[
s_{11} = \frac{Z_{in} - Z_0}{Z_{in} + Z_0}
\]

(10)

Similarly,

\[
s_{22} = \frac{Z_{out} - Z_0}{Z_{out} + Z_0}
\]

(11)

These expressions show that if the reference impedance at a given port is chosen to equal the ports driving-point impedance, the reflection coefficient will be zero, provided the other port is terminated in its reference impedance.

In the equation

\[
s_{21} = \frac{b_2}{a_1} \left| a_2 = 0 \right.
\]

the condition \( a_2 = 0 \) implies that the reference impedance \( R_{02} \) is set equal to the load impedance \( R_{02} \), center figure page 79. If a voltage source \( 2 E_{01} \) is connected with a source impedance \( R_{01} = Z_0 \), \( a_1 \) can be expressed as:

\[
a_1 = \frac{E_{01}}{\sqrt{Z_0}}
\]

(13)

Since \( a_2 = 0 \), then

\[
a_2 = 0 = \frac{1}{2} \left( \frac{V_2}{\sqrt{Z_0}} + \sqrt{Z_0} I_2 \right)
\]

from which

\[
\frac{V_2}{\sqrt{Z_0}} = -\sqrt{Z_0} I_2
\]

Consequently,

\[
b_2 = \frac{1}{2} \left( \frac{V_2}{\sqrt{Z_0}} - \sqrt{Z_0} I_2 \right) = \frac{V_2}{\sqrt{Z_0}}
\]

Finally, the forward transmission coefficient is expressed as:

\[
s_{21} = \frac{V_2}{V_{01}}
\]

(14)

Similarly, when port 1 is terminated in \( R_{01} = Z_0 \) and when a voltage source \( 2 E_{02} \) with source impedance \( Z_0 \) is connected to port 2,

\[
s_{12} = \frac{V_1}{V_{02}}
\]

(15)

Both \( s_{12} \) and \( s_{21} \) have the dimensions of a voltage-ratio transfer function. And if \( R_{01} = R_{02} \), then \( s_{12} \) and \( s_{21} \) are simple voltage ratios. For a passive reciprocal network, \( s_{21} = s_{12} \).

Scattering parameters \( s_{11} \) and \( s_{22} \) are reflection coefficients. They can be measured directly by means of slotted lines, directional couplers, voltage-standing-wave ratios and impedance bridges. Scattering parameters \( s_{12} \) and \( s_{21} \) are voltage transducer gains. All the parameters are frequency-dependent, dimensionless complex numbers. At any one frequency all four parameters must be known to describe the two-port device completely.

There are several advantages for letting \( R_{01} = R_{02} = Z_0 \).

- The \( s_{11} \) and \( s_{22} \) parameters are power reflection coefficients that are difficult to measure under normal loading. However, if \( R_{01} = R_{02} = Z_0 \), the parameters become equal to voltage reflection coefficients and can be measured directly with available test equipment.

- The \( s_{12} \) and \( s_{21} \) are square roots of the transducer power gain, the ratio of power absorbed in the load over the source power available. But for \( R_{01} = R_{02} = Z_0 \), they become a voltage ratio and can be measured with a vector voltmeter.

- The actual measurement can be taken at a distance from the input or output ports. The measured scattering parameter is the same as the parameter existing at the actual location of the particular port. Measurement is achieved by connecting input and output ports to source and load by means of transmission lines having the same impedance, \( Z_0 \).
Scattering parameters can be measured directly using the Hewlett-Packard 8405A vector voltmeter. It covers the frequency range of 1 to 1,000 megahertz and determines $s_{11}$ and $s_{21}$ by measuring ratios of voltages and phase difference between the input and output ports. Operator at Texas Instruments Incorporated measures $s$-parameter data for TI's 2N3571 transistor series. Values for $V_{DD} = 10$ volts; $I_O = 5$ milliamperes.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Temperature (°C)</th>
<th>Frequency (MHz)</th>
<th>$s_{11}$</th>
<th>$s_{21}$</th>
<th>$s_{12}$</th>
<th>$s_{22}$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>25°C</td>
<td>100 MHz</td>
<td>0.62 &lt; -44.0°</td>
<td>9.0 &lt; +130°</td>
<td>0.0115 &lt; +75.0°</td>
<td>0.955 &lt; -6.0°</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>300 MHz</td>
<td>0.305 &lt; -81.0°</td>
<td>3.85 &lt; +91.0°</td>
<td>0.024 &lt; +93.0°</td>
<td>0.860 &lt; -14.0°</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>100°C</td>
<td>0.690 &lt; -40°</td>
<td>8.30 &lt; +133.0°</td>
<td>0.0125 &lt; +76.0°</td>
<td>0.955 &lt; -6.0°</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1000 MHz</td>
<td>0.372 &lt; -71°</td>
<td>3.82 &lt; +94.0°</td>
<td>0.0254 &lt; +89.5°</td>
<td>0.880 &lt; -15.0°</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>500 MHz</td>
<td>0.238 &lt; -119.0°</td>
<td>1.20 &lt; +175.0°</td>
<td>0.0385 &lt; +110.0°</td>
<td>0.838 &lt; -49.5°</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1000 MHz</td>
<td>0.260 &lt; -96.0°</td>
<td>2.36 &lt; +69.5°</td>
<td>0.0435 &lt; +100.0°</td>
<td>0.820 &lt; -28.0°</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

as the source and load. In this way compensation can be made for added cable length.

- Transistors can be placed in reversible fixtures to measure the reverse parameters $s_{22}$ and $s_{12}$ with the equipment used to measure $s_{11}$ and $s_{21}$.

The Hewlett-Packard Co.'s 8405A vector voltmeter measures $s$ parameters. It covers the frequency range of 1 to 1,000 megahertz and determines $s_{21}$ and $s_{12}$ by measuring voltage ratios and phase differences between the input and output ports directly on two meters, as shown above. A dual-directional coupler samples incident and reflected voltages to measure the magnitude and phase of the reflection coefficient.

To perform measurements at a distance, the setup on page 86 is convenient. The generator and the load are the only points accessible for measurement. Any suitable test equipment, such as a vector voltmeter, directional coupler or slotted line can be connected. In measuring the $s_{21}$ parameter as shown in the schematic, the measured vector quantity $V_2/E_0$ is the voltage transducer gain or forward gain scattering parameter of the two-port and cables of length $L_1$ and $L_2$. The scattering parameter $s_{21}$ of the two-port itself is the same vector $V_2/E_0$ but turned by an angle of $30^\circ$ $(L_1 + L_2)/\lambda$ in a counterclockwise direction.

Plotting $s_{11}$ in the complex plane shows the conditions for measuring $s_{11}$. Measured vector $r_1$ is the reflection coefficient of the two-port plus...
Amplifier design with unilateral s parameters

Step 1

From the measured data transducer power gain is plotted as decibels versus frequency. From the plot an amplifier of constant gain is designed. Smith chart is used to plot the scattering parameters.
To design an amplifier stage, a source and load impedance combination must be found that gives the gain desired. Synthesis can be accomplished in three stages.

Step 1
The vector voltmeter measures the scattering parameters over the frequency range desired.

Step 2
Transducer power gain is plotted versus frequency using equation 19 and the measured data from step 1. This determines the frequency response of the uncompensated transistor network so that a constant-gain amplifier can be designed.

Step 3
Source and load impedances must be selected to provide the proper compensation of a constant power gain from 100 to 500 MHz. Such a constant-gain amplifier is designed according to the following:

1. Plot $s_{11}^*$ on the Smith chart. The magnitude of $s_{11}^*$ is the linear distance measured from the center of the Smith chart. Radius from the center of the chart to any point on the locus of $s_{11}$ represents a reflection coefficient $r$. The value of $r$ can therefore be determined at any frequency by drawing a line from the origin of the chart to a value of $s_{11}^*$ at the frequency of

---

Source impedance is found by inspecting the input plane for realizable source loci that give proper gain. Phase angle is read on the peripheral scale “angle of reflection coefficient in degrees.”
interest. The value of $r$ is scaled proportionately with a maximum value of 1.0 at the periphery of the chart. The phase angle is read on the peripheral scale "angle of reflection coefficient in degrees."

Constant-gain circles are plotted using equations 24 and 25 for $G_1$. These correspond to values of 0, -1, -2, -4 and -6 decibels for $s_{11}^*$ at 100 and 500 Mhz. Construction procedure is shown on page 83.

- Constant-gain circles for $s_{22}^*$ at 100 and 500 Mhz are constructed similarly to that below.

- The gain $G_0$ drops from 20 db at 100 Mhz to 6 db at 500 Mhz, a net reduction of 14 db. It is desirable to find source and load impedances that will flatten this slope over this frequency range. For this case it is accomplished by choosing a value of $r_1$ and $r_2$ on the constant-gain circle at 100 Mhz, each corresponding to a loss of -7 db. If this value of $r_1$ and $r_2$ falls on circles of 0-db gain at 500 Mhz, the over-all gain will be:

\[
G_T(\text{db}) = G_0 + G_1 + G_2 = 20 - 7 - 7 = +6 \text{ db}
\]

At 500 Mhz,

\[
G_T(\text{db}) = 6 + 0 + 0 = +6 \text{ db}
\]

- A source impedance of 20 ohms resistance in series with 16 picofarads of capacitance is chosen. Its value is equal to $50 \, (0.4 - j2)$ ohms at 100 Mhz. This point crosses the $r_1$ locus at about the -7 db constant-gain circle of $G_1$ as illustrated on page 83. At 500 Mhz this impedance combination equals $50 \, (0.4 - j0.4)$ ohms and is located at approximately the +0.5 db constant-gain circle. The selection of source impedance is an iterative process of inspection of

---

**Load impedance** is found by inspecting the output plane for loci that give proper gain.

---
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the input $r_1$ plane on the Smith chart. The impedance values at various frequencies between 100 and 500 MHz are tried until an impedance that corresponds to an approximate constant—gain circle necessary for constant power gain across the band is found.

- At the output port a $G_2$ of $-6$ dB at 100 MHz and $+0.35$ dB at 500 MHz is obtained by selecting a load impedance of 60 ohms in series with 5 pf and 30 nanohenries.

- The gain is:
  At 100 MHz,
  \[ G_T(\text{db}) = G_0 + G_1 + G_2 \]
  \[ = 20 - 7 - 6 = +7 \text{ db} \]
  At 500 MHz,
  \[ 6 + 0.5 + 0.35 = +0.85 \text{ db} \]
  Thus the 14-db variation from 100 to 500 MHz is reduced to 0.15 db by selecting the proper source and load impedances.

**Stability criterion.** Important in the design of amplifiers is stability, or resistance to oscillation. Stability is determined for the unilateral case from the measured $s$ parameters and the synthesized source and load impedances. Oscillations are only possible if either the input or the output port, or both, have negative resistances. This occurs if $s_{11}$ or $s_{22}$ are greater than unity. However, even with negative resistances the amplifier might be stable. The condition for stability is that the locus of the sum of input plus source impedance, or output plus load impedance, does not include zero impedance from frequencies zero to infinity [shown in figure below]. The technique is similar to Nyquist's feedback stability criterion and has been derived directly from it.

Amplifier stability is determined from scattering parameters and synthesized source and load impedances.
input cable $L_1$ (the length of the output cable has no influence). The scattering parameter $s_{11}$ of the two-port is the same vector $r_1$ but turned at an angle $720^\circ \frac{L_1}{\lambda}$ in a counterclockwise direction.

**Using the Smith chart**

Many circuit designs require that the impedance of the port characterized by $s_{11}$ or the reflection coefficient $r_1$ be known. Since the $s$ parameters are in units of reflection coefficient, they can be plotted directly on a Smith chart and easily manipulated to establish optimum gain with matching networks. The relationship between reflection coefficient $r$ and the impedance $R$ is

$$r = \frac{R - Z_0}{R + Z_0}$$

![Diagram showing Smith chart and equations](image)

Measurement of a device's $s$ parameters provides data on input and output impedance and forward and reverse gain. In measuring, a device is inserted between known impedances, usually 50 ohms. In practice it may be desirable to achieve higher gain by changing source or load impedances or both.

An amplifier stage may now be designed in two steps. First, source and load impedances must be found that give the desired gain. Then the impedances must be synthesized, usually as matching networks between a fixed impedance source or between the load and the device [see block diagram top of p. 87].

S parameters can be measured remotely. Top test setup is for measuring $s_{21}$; bottom, for $s_{11}$. Measured vector $V_2/E_0$ is the voltage transducer gain of the two-port and cables $L_1$ and $L_2$. The measured vector $r_1$ is the reflection coefficient of the two-port plus input cable $L_1 + L_2$. Appropriate vectors for $r_1$ and $s$ parameters are plotted.
To design an amplifier stage, source and load impedances are found to give the gain desired. Then impedances are synthesized, usually as matching networks between a fixed impedance source or the load and the device. When using s parameters to design a transistor amplifier, it is advantageous to distinguish between a simplified or unilateral design for times when \( s_{12} \) can be neglected and when it must be used.

When designing a transistor amplifier with the aid of s parameters, it is advantageous to distinguish between a simplified or unilateral design for instances where the reverse-transmission parameter \( S_{12} \) can be neglected and the more general case in which \( S_{21} \) must be shown. The unilateral design is much simpler and is, for many applications, sufficient.

**Unilateral-circuit definitions**

Transducer power gain is defined as the ratio of amplifier output power to available source power.

\[
G_T = \frac{I_o^2 \cdot R_{sc}}{E_o^2} \frac{E_o^2}{4R_{oi}}
\]

(17)

For the unilateral circuit \( G_T \) is expressed in terms of the scattering parameters \( s_{11} \), \( s_{21} \) and \( s_{12} \) with \( s_{12} = 0 \).

\[
G_T = G_0 \cdot G_1 \cdot G_2
\]

(18)

where:

\[
G_0 = |s_{01}|^2 = \text{transducer power gain for } R_1 = Z_0 = R_2
\]

(19)

\[
G_1 = \frac{1 - |r_1|^2}{|1 - r_1 \cdot s_{11}|^2}
\]

(20)

= power gain contribution from change of source impedance from \( Z_0 \) to \( R_1 \)

\[
r_1 = \frac{R_1 - Z_0}{R_1 + Z_0}
\]

(21)

= reflection coefficient of source impedance with respect to \( Z_0 \)

\[
G_2 = \frac{1 - |r_2|^2}{|1 - r_2 \cdot s_{12}|^2}
\]

(22)

= power gain contribution from change of load impedance from \( Z_0 \) to \( R_2 \)

\[
r_2 = \frac{R_2 - Z_0}{R_2 + Z_0}
\]

(23)

= reflection coefficient of load impedance with respect to \( Z_0 \)

In designing an amplifier stage, the graphical procedure shown at the bottom is helpful. The measured values of parameter \( s_{11} \) and its complex conjugate \( s_{11}^* \) are plotted on the Smith chart together with radius distances. Center of the constant-gain circles located on the line through \( s_{11} \) and the origin at a distance

\[
r_0 = \frac{G_1}{G_{1, \max}} \left[ \frac{|s_{11}|}{1 - |s_{11}|^2 (1 - G_1/G_{1, \max})} \right]
\]

(24)

The radius of circles on which \( G_1 \) is constant is

\[
\rho_0 = \frac{\sqrt{1 - G_1/G_{1, \max}} (1 - |s_{11}|^2)}{1 - |s_{11}|^2 (1 - G_1/G_{1, \max})}
\]

(25)

If the source reflection coefficient \( r_1 \) is made equal

The two-port network is terminated at the ports by impedances containing resistance and reactance. Expressions for the transducer power gain can then be derived in terms of the scattering parameters.

A graphical plot helps in design of an amplifier stage. Here the measured parameters \( s_{11} \) and \( s_{11}^* \) are plotted on a Smith chart. The upper point is \( s_{11}^* \).
to $s_{11}$, then the generator is matched to the load and the gain becomes maximum ($G_{1\text{max}}$). Constant-gain circles can be constructed, as shown, in 1- or 2-decibel increments or whatever is practical using equations 9 and 10.

If the source impedance $R_s$ or its reflection coefficient is plotted, the gain contribution $G_1$ is read directly from the gain circles. The same method is used to determine $G_2$ by plotting $s_{22}$, $s_{21}$, constant-gain circles and $R_s$.

Examples for the design procedure are given in greater detail in Transistor Parameter Measurements, Hewlett-Packard Application Note 77-1. The procedure is outlined in “Amplifier design with unilateral s parameters,” beginning on page 82.

**Measuring s parameters**

S-parameter measurements of small-signal transistors require fairly sensitive measuring equipment. The input signal often cannot exceed 10 millivolts root mean square. On the other hand, wide frequency ranges are required as well as fast and easy operation. Recent advantages in measuring equipment have provided a fast and accurate measuring system. It is based on the use of a newly developed instrument, the H-P sampling vector voltmeter 8405A [see photo p. 81], and couplers.

The vector voltmeter covers a frequency range of 1 to 1,000 Mhz, a voltage measurement range of 100 microvolts full scale and a phase range of $\pm 180^\circ$ with 0.1$^\circ$ resolution. It is tuned automatically by means of a phase-locked loop.

Directional couplers are used to measure reflection coefficients and impedances. A directional coupler consists of a pair of parallel transmission lines that exhibit a magnetic and electric coupling between them. One, called the main line, is connected to the generator and load to be measured. Measurement is taken at the output of the other, called the auxiliary line. Both lines are built to have a well-defined characteristic impedance; 50 ohms is usual. The voltage coupled into the auxiliary line consists of components proportional to the voltage and current in the main line. The coupling is arranged so that both components are equal in magnitude when the load impedance equals the characteristic impedance of the line.

Directional couplers using two auxiliary lines in reverse orientation are called dual-directional couplers. A feature of the unit is a movable reference plane; the point where the physical measurement is taken can be moved along the line connecting the coupler with the unknown load. A line stretcher is connected to the output of the first auxiliary line.

The reference plane is set closer to the transistor package than the minimum lead length used with the transistor. Additional lead length is then considered part of the matching networks. The influence of lead length is also measured by changing the location of the reference plane.

Measurement of $s_{11}$ parameter is made when the instrument is switched to one of two positions. The quotient $V_B/V_A$ equals the magnitude of $s_{11}$. Its phase is read directly on the 8405A meter. When switched to the alternate position, the $s_{21}$ parameter is read directly from the same ratio.

**Accuracy and limitations**

When measuring small-signal scattering parameters, a-c levels beyond which the device is considered linear must not be exceeded. In a grounded-emitter or grounded-base configuration, input voltage is limited to about 10 millivolts rms maximum (when measuring $s_{11}$ and $s_{12}$). Much higher voltages can be applied when measuring $s_{22}$ and $s_{12}$ parameters. In uncertain cases linearity is checked by taking the same measurements at a sampling of several different levels.

The system shown is inherently broadband. Frequency is not necessarily limited by the published range of the dual directional couplers. The coupling factor $K$ falls off inversely with frequency below the low-frequency limit of a coupler. The factor $K$ does not appear in the result as long as it is the same for each auxiliary port. Since construction of couplers guarantees this to a high degree, measurements can be made at lower frequencies than are specified for the coupler.

The system's measurement accuracy depends on the accuracy of the vector voltmeter and the couplers. Although it is possible to short circuit the reference planes of the transistors at each frequency, it is not desirable for fast measurements. Hence, broadband tracking of all auxiliary arms of the couplers and tracking of both channels of the vector voltmeter are important. Tracking errors are within about 0.5 db of magnitude and $\pm 3^\circ$ of phase over wide frequency bands. Accuracy of measuring impedances expressed by $s_{11}$ and $s_{22}$ degrade for resistances and impedances having a high reactive component. This is because $s_{11}$ or $s_{22}$ are very close to unity. These cases are usually confined to lower frequencies.
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Linear networks, or nonlinear networks operating with signals sufficiently small to cause the networks to respond in a linear manner, can be completely characterized by parameters measured at the network terminals (ports) without regard to the contents of the networks. Once the parameters of a network have been determined, its behavior in any external environment can be predicted, again without regard to the specific contents of the network. The new microwave network analyzer described in the article beginning on p. 2 characterizes networks by measuring one kind of parameters, the scattering parameters, or s-parameters.

S-parameters are being used more and more in microwave design because they are easier to measure and work with at high frequencies than other kinds of parameters. They are conceptually simple, analytically convenient, and capable of providing a surprising degree of insight into a measurement or design problem. For these reasons, manufacturers of high-frequency transistors and other solid-state devices are finding it more meaningful to specify their products in terms of s-parameters than in any other way. How s-parameters can simplify microwave design problems, and how a designer can best take advantage of their abilities, are described in this article.

Two-Port Network Theory

Although a network may have any number of ports, network parameters can be explained most easily by considering a network with only two ports, an input port and an output port, like the network shown in Fig. 1. To characterize the performance of such a network, any of several parameter sets can be used, each of which has certain advantages.

Each parameter set is related to a set of four variables associated with the two-port model. Two of these variables represent the excitation of the network (independent variables), and the remaining two represent the response of the network to the excitation (dependent variables). If the network of Fig. 1 is excited by voltage sources \( V_1 \) and \( V_2 \), the network currents \( I_1 \) and \( I_2 \) will be related by the following equations (assuming the network behaves linearly):

\[
I_1 = y_{11}V_1 + y_{12}V_2 \tag{1}
\]

\[
I_2 = y_{21}V_1 + y_{22}V_2 \tag{2}
\]

In this case, with port voltages selected as independent variables and port currents taken as dependent variables, the relating parameters are called short-circuit admittance parameters, or \( y \)-parameters. In the absence of additional information, four measurements are required to determine the four parameters \( y_{11}, y_{21}, y_{12}, \) and \( y_{22} \). Each measurement is made with one port of the network excited by a voltage source while the other port is short circuited. For example, \( y_{21} \), the forward transadmittance, is the ratio of the current at port 2 to the voltage at port 1 with port 2 short circuited as shown in equation 3.

\[
y_{21} = \left. \frac{I_2}{V_1} \right|_{V_2 = 0} \text{ (output short circuited)} \tag{3}
\]

If other independent and dependent variables had been chosen, the network would have been described, as before, by two linear equations similar to equations 1 and 2, except that the variables and the parameters describing their relationships would be different. However, all parameter sets contain the same information about a network, and it is always possible to calculate any set in terms of any other set.

![Fig. 1. General two-port network.](image-url)
S-Parameters

The ease with which scattering parameters can be measured makes them especially well suited for describing transistors and other active devices. Measuring most other parameters calls for the input and output of the device to be successively opened and short circuited. This is difficult to do even at RF frequencies where lead inductance and capacitance make short and open circuits difficult to obtain. At higher frequencies these measurements typically require tuning stubs, separately adjusted at each measurement frequency, to reflect short or open circuit conditions to the device terminals. Not only is this inconvenient and tedious, but a tuning stub shunting the input or output may cause a transistor to oscillate, making the measurement difficult and invalid. S-parameters, on the other hand, are usually measured with the device imbedded between a 50Ω load and source, and there is very little chance for oscillations to occur.

Another important advantage of s-parameters stems from the fact that traveling waves, unlike terminal voltages and currents, do not vary in magnitude at points along a lossless transmission line. This means that scattering parameters can be measured on a device located at some distance from the measurement transducers, provided that the measuring device and the transducers are connected by low-loss transmission lines.

Generalized scattering parameters have been defined by K. Kurokawa. These parameters describe the interrelationships of a new set of variables (a₁, b₁). The variables a₁ and b₁ are normalized complex voltage waves incident on and reflected from the iᵗʰ port of the network. They are defined in terms of the terminal voltage Vᵢ, the terminal current Iᵢ, and an arbitrary reference impedance Zᵢ, as follows

\[
a₁ = \frac{V₁ + Zᵢₜᵢ}{2\sqrt{|\text{Re} Zᵢ|}} = \text{voltage wave incident on port 1}
\]
\[
\frac{V₁}{\sqrt{Zᵢ}}
\]
\[
b₁ = \frac{V₁ - Zᵢₜᵢ}{2\sqrt{|\text{Re} Zᵢ|}} = \text{voltage wave incident on port 2}
\]
\[
\frac{V₁}{\sqrt{Zᵢ}}
\]

Dependent variables b₁ and b₂ are normalized reflected voltages:

\[
b₁ = \frac{V₂ - I₀ Zᵢ}{2\sqrt{|Z₀}} = \text{voltage wave reflected (or emanating) from port 1}
\]
\[
\frac{V₂}{\sqrt{Z₀}}
\]
\[
b₂ = \frac{V₂ - I₀ Zᵢ}{2\sqrt{|Z₀}} = \text{voltage wave reflected (or emanating) from port 2}
\]
\[
\frac{V₂}{\sqrt{Z₀}}
\]

The linear equations describing the two-port network are then:

\[
b₁ = s₁₁a₁ + s₁₂a₂
\]
\[
b₂ = s₂₁a₁ + s₂₂a₂
\]

The s-parameters s₁₁, s₁₂, s₂₁, and s₂₂ are:

\[
s₁₁ = \frac{b₁}{a₁} \text{ Input reflection coefficient with the output port terminated by a matched load (Zᵢ = Z₀) sets a₂ = 0.}
\]
\[
s₁₂ = \frac{b₁}{a₂} \text{ Output reflection coefficient with the input terminated by a matched load (Zᵢ = Z₀ and Vᵢ = 0).}
\]

\[
\begin{align*}
\frac{s_{12}}{a_2} &= \frac{b_2}{a_1} = \text{Forward transmission (insertion) gain with the output port terminated in a matched load.} \\
\frac{s_{21}}{a_1} &= \frac{b_1}{a_2} = \text{Reverse transmission (insertion) gain with the input port terminated in a matched load.}
\end{align*}
\]

Notice that
\[
\begin{align*}
\frac{s_{11}}{a_1} &= \frac{b_{11}}{b_{11}} = \frac{V_{s_{11}} - Z_o}{V_{s_{11}} + Z_o} = \frac{Z_i - Z_o}{Z_i + Z_o} \\
\text{and} & \\
Z_i &= \frac{V_{s_{11}}}{I_{s_{11}}} \text{ is the input impedance at port 1.}
\end{align*}
\]

This relationship between reflection coefficient and impedance is the basis of the Smith Chart transmission-line calculator. Consequently, the reflection coefficients \(s_{11}\) and \(s_{22}\) can be plotted on Smith charts, converted directly to impedance, and easily manipulated to determine matching networks for optimizing a circuit design.

The above equations show one of the important advantages of s-parameters, namely that they are simply gains and reflection coefficients, both familiar quantities to engineers. By comparison, some of the y-parameters described earlier in this article are not so familiar. For example, the y-parameter corresponding to insertion gain \(s_{21}\) is the 'forward trans-admittance' \(y_{21}\) given by equation 3. Clearly, insertion gain gives far the greater insight into the operation of the network.

Another advantage of s-parameters springs from the simple relationship between the variables \(a_1, a_2, b_1, \) and \(b_2, \) and various power waves:

\[\begin{align*}
|a_1|^2 &= \text{Power incident on the input of the network.} \\
&= \text{Power available from a source of impedance } Z_o.
\end{align*}\]

\[\begin{align*}
|a_2|^2 &= \text{Power incident on the output of the network.} \\
&= \text{Power reflected from the load.}
\end{align*}\]

\[\begin{align*}
|b_1|^2 &= \text{Power reflected from the input port of the network.} \\
&= \text{Power available from a } Z_o \text{ source minus the power delivered to the input of the network.}
\end{align*}\]

\[\begin{align*}
|b_2|^2 &= \text{Power reflected or emanating from the output of the network.} \\
&= \text{Power incident on the load,} \\
&= \text{Power that would be delivered to a } Z_o \text{ load.}
\end{align*}\]

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{Hence } s_{11}, s_{22}, s_{21}, s_{12} \text{ are measure of the complex insertion gain, and the driving point parameters } s_1, s_2, \text{ are a measure of the input and output mismatch loss. As dimensionless expressions of gain and reflection, the parameters not only give a clear and meaningful physical interpretation of the network.}
\end{align*}
\]
performance but also form a natural set of parameters for use with signal flow graphs\(^2\). Of course, it is not necessary to use signal flow graphs in order to use \(s\)-parameters, but flow graphs make \(s\)-parameter calculations extremely simple, and I recommend them very strongly. Flow graphs will be used in the examples that follow.

In a signal flow graph each port is represented by two nodes. Node \(a_i\) represents the wave coming into the device from another device at port \(n\) and node \(b_i\) represents the wave leaving the device at port \(n\). The complex scattering coefficients are then represented as multipliers on branches connecting the nodes within the network and in adjacent networks. Fig. 3 is the flow graph representation of the system of Fig. 2.

Fig. 3 shows that if the load reflection coefficient \(\Gamma_L\) is zero \((Z_L = Z_o)\) there is only one path connecting \(b_1\) to \(a_i\) (flow graph rules prohibit signal flow against the forward direction of a branch arrow). This confirms the definition of \(s_{11}\):

\[
s_{11} = \frac{b_1}{a_1} \quad a_1 - \Gamma_L b_1 = 0
\]

The simplification of network analysis by flow graphs results from the application of the "non-touching loop rule". This rule applies a generalized formula to determine the transfer function between any two nodes within a complex system. The non-touching loop rule is explained in footnote 4.


The non-touching loop rule provides a simple method for writing the solution of any flow graph by inspection. The solution \(T\) (the ratio of the output variable to the input variable) is

\[
T = \sum \frac{\Delta_k \Delta}{\Delta_k}
\]

where \(\Delta_k = \text{path gain of the } k\text{th forward path}\)

\[
\Delta = 1 - (\text{sum of all individual loop gains}) + (\text{sum of the loop gain products of all possible combinations of two nontouching loops}) - (\text{sum of the loop gain products of all possible combinations of three nontouching loops}) + \ldots
\]

\[\Delta_k = \text{The value of } \Delta \text{ not touching the } k\text{th forward path.}\]

A path is a continuous succession of branches, and a forward path is a path connecting the input node to the output node, no node is encountered more than once. Path gain is the product of all the branch multipliers along the path. A loop is a path which originates and terminates on the same node, no node being encountered more than once. Loop gain is the product of the branch multipliers around the loop.

For example, in Fig. 3 there is only one forward path from \(b_1\) to \(a_i\) and its gain is \(s_{11}\). There are two paths from \(b_1\) to \(b_2\); their path gains are \(s_{12}, \Gamma_L\) and \(s_{11}\), respectively. There are three individual loops, only one combination of two nontouching loops, and no combinations of three or more nontouching loops; therefore, the value of \(\Delta\) for this network is

\[
\Delta = 1 - (s_1 \Gamma_L + s_{12} \Gamma_L + s_{11} \Gamma_L + s_{12} \Gamma_L + s_{11} \Gamma_L + s_{12} \Gamma_L)
\]

The transfer function from \(b_1\) to \(b_2\) is therefore

\[
\frac{b_2}{b_1} = \frac{s_{11}}{\Delta}
\]

Using scattering parameter flow-graphs and the non-touching loop rule, it is easy to calculate the transducer power gain with arbitrary load and source. In the following equations the load and source are described by their reflection coefficients \(\Gamma_L\) and \(\Gamma_S\), respectively, referenced to the real characteristic impedance \(Z_o\).

**Transducer power gain**

\[
G_T = \frac{\text{Power delivered to the load}}{\text{Power available from the source}} = \frac{P_L}{P_{LV}}
\]

\[
P_L = P\text{(incident on load)} - P\text{(reflected from load)}
\]

\[
P_{LV} = \frac{|b_2|}{(1 - |\Gamma_L|^2)}
\]

\[
G_T = \frac{|b_2|}{|b_1|} \left(1 - |\Gamma_L|^2\right) \left(1 - |\Gamma_S|^2\right)
\]

Using the non-touching loop rule,

\[
\frac{b_2}{b_1} = \frac{s_{11}}{1 - s_{11} \Gamma_L - s_{22} \Gamma_L - s_{12} s_{11} \Gamma_L s_{11} + s_{11} s_{11} \Gamma_L s_{11}}
\]

\[
\frac{b_2}{b_1} = \frac{s_{11}}{(1 - s_{11} \Gamma_L) (1 - s_{22} \Gamma_L) - s_{12} s_{11} \Gamma_L \Gamma_S}
\]

\[
G_T = \frac{|b_2|}{|b_1|} \left(1 - |\Gamma_L|^2\right) \left(1 - |\Gamma_S|^2\right)
\]

(18)

Two other parameters of interest are:

1) Input reflection coefficient with the output termination arbitrary and \(Z_S = Z_o\).

\[
s'_{11} = \frac{b_1}{a_1} = \frac{s_{11} (1 - s_{12} \Gamma_L + s_{22} s_{12} \Gamma_L)}{1 - s_{22} \Gamma_L}
\]

\[
= s_{11} + s_{22} s_{12} \Gamma_L
\]

(19)

2) Voltage gain with arbitrary source and load impedances

\[
A_V = \frac{V_2}{V_1} = (a_1 + b_2) \sqrt{Z_o} = V_{11} + V_{12}
\]

\[
V_2 = (a_2 + b_2) \sqrt{Z_o} = V_{12} + V_{22}
\]

\[
a_2 = \Gamma_L b_2
\]

\[
b_2 = s'_{11} a_1
\]

\[
A_V = \frac{b_2 (1 + \Gamma_L)}{a_1 (1 + s'_{11})} = \frac{s_{21} (1 + \Gamma_L)}{(1 - s_{22} \Gamma_L) (1 + s'_{11})}
\]

(20)

On p. 23 is a table of formulas for calculating many often-used network functions (power gains, driving point characteristics, etc.) in terms of scattering parameters. Also included in the table are conversion formulas between \(s\)-parameters and \(h\), \(y\), and \(z\)-parameters, which are other parameter sets used very often for specifying transistors at
Fig. 4. S parameters of 2N3478 transistor in common-emitter configuration, measured by -hp- Model 8410A Network Analyzer. (a) $s_{11}$. Outermost circle on Smith Chart overlay corresponds to $|s_{11}| = 1$. (b) $s_{11}$. Scale factor same as (a). (c) $s_{21}$. (d) $s_{11}$. (e) $s_{11}$ with line stretcher adjusted to remove linear phase shift above 500 MHz.

lower frequencies. Two important figures of merit used for comparing transistors, $f_t$ and $f_{max}$, are also given, and their relationship to s-parameters is indicated.

**Amplifier Design Using Scattering Parameters**

The remainder of this article will show by several examples how s-parameters are used in the design of transistor amplifiers and oscillators. To keep the discussion from becoming bogged down in extraneous details, the emphasis in these examples will be on s-parameter design methods, and mathematical manipulations will be omitted wherever possible.

**Measurement of S-Parameters**

Most design problems will begin with a tentative selection of a device and the measurement of its s-parameters. Fig. 4 is a set of oscillograms containing complete s-parameter data for a 2N3478 transistor in the common-emitter configuration. These oscillograms are the results of swept-frequency measurements made with the new microwave network analyzer described elsewhere in this issue. They represent the actual s-parameters of this transistor between 100 MHz and 1700 MHz.

In Fig. 5, the magnitude of $s_{21}$ from Fig. 4(d) is replotted on a logarithmic frequency scale, along with additional data on $s_{21}$ below 100 MHz, measured with a vector voltmeter. The magnitude of $s_{11}$ is essentially constant to 125 MHz, and then rolls off at a slope of 6 dB/octave. The phase angle of $s_{21}$, as seen in Fig. 4(d), varies linearly with frequency above about 500 MHz. By adjusting a calibrated line stretcher in the network analyzer, a compensating linear phase shift was introduced, and the phase curve of Fig. 4(e) resulted. To go from the phase curve of Fig. 4(d) to that of Fig. 4(e) required 3.35 cm of line, equivalent to a pure time delay of 112 picoseconds.

After removal of the constant-delay, or linear-phase, component, the phase angle of s_{21} for this transistor [Fig. 4(e)] varies from 180° at dc to +90° at high frequencies, passing through +135° at 125 MHz, the −3 dB point of the magnitude curve. In other words, $s_{21}$ behaves like a single pole in the frequency domain, and it is possible to write a closed expression for it. This expression is

$$s_{21} = -s_{210} e^{j \omega T_o} \frac{1}{1 + j \omega / \omega_o}$$

(21)

where

- $T_o = 112$ ps
- $\omega = 2 \pi f$
- $\omega_o = 2 \pi \times 125$ MHz
- $s_{210} = 11.2 = 21$ dB

The time delay $T_o = 112$ ps is due primarily to the transit time of minority carriers (electrons) across the base of this npn transistor.
Narrow-Band Amplifier Design

Suppose now that this 2N3478 transistor is to be used in a simple amplifier, operating between a 50Ω source and a 50Ω load, and optimized for power gain at 300 MHz by means of lossless input and output matching networks. Since reverse gain $s_{12}$ for this transistor is quite small — 50 dB smaller than forward gain $s_{11}$, according to Fig. 4 — there is a possibility that it can be neglected. If this is so, the design problem will be much simpler, because setting $s_{12}$ equal to zero will make the design equations much less complicated.

In determining how much error will be introduced by assuming $s_{12} = 0$, the first step is to calculate the unilateral figure of merit $u$, using the formula given in the table on p. 23, i.e.

$$u = \frac{|s_{11}s_{22}s_{12}S_{22}|}{|(1 - |s_{11}|^2)(1 - |s_{22}|^2)|}. \quad (22)$$

A plot of $u$ as a function of frequency, calculated from the measured parameters, appears in Fig. 5. Now if $G_{Tn}$ is the transducer power gain with $s_{12} = 0$ and $G_T$ is the actual transducer power gain, the maximum error introduced by using $G_{Tn}$ instead of $G_T$ is given by the following relationship:

$$\frac{1}{(1 + u)^2} < \frac{G_T}{G_{Tn}} < \frac{1}{(1 - u)^2}. \quad (23)$$

From Fig. 5, the maximum value of $u$ is about 0.03, so the maximum error in this case turns out to be about $\pm 0.25$ dB at 100 MHz. This is small enough to justify the assumption that $s_{12} = 0$.

Incidentally, a small reverse gain, or feedback factor, $s_{12}$, is an important and desirable property for a transistor to have, for reasons other than that it simplifies amplifier design. A small feedback factor means that the input characteristics of the completed amplifier will be independent of the load, and the output will be independent of the source impedance. In most amplifiers, isolation of source and load is an important consideration.

Returning now to the amplifier design, the unilateral expression for transducer power gain, obtained either by setting $s_{12} = 0$ in equation 18 or by looking in the table on p. 23, is

$$G_{Tn} = \frac{|s_{22}|^2(l - |r_{1n}|^2)(l - |r_{2n}|^2)}{|l - s_{11}r_{1n}|^2|l - s_{22}r_{2n}|^2}. \quad (24)$$

When $|s_{11}|$ and $|s_{22}|$ are both less than one, as they are in this case, maximum $G_{Tn}$ occurs for $r_{1n} = s^{*}_{11}$ and $r_{2n} = s^{*}_{22}$ (table, p. 23).

The next step in the design is to synthesize matching networks which will transform the 50Ω load and source impedances to the impedances corresponding to reflection coefficients of $s^{*}_{11}$ and $s^{*}_{22}$, respectively. Since this is to be a single-frequency amplifier, the matching networks need not be complicated. Simple series-capacitor, shunt-inductor networks will not only do the job, but will also provide a handy means of biasing the transistor — via the inductor — and of isolating the dc bias from the load and source.

Values of $L$ and $C$ to be used in the matching networks are determined using the Smith Chart of Fig. 6. First, points corresponding to $s_{11}$, $s^{*}_{11}$, $s_{22}$, and $s^{*}_{22}$ at 300 MHz are plotted. Each point represents the tip of a vector leading away from the center of the chart, its length equal to the magnitude of the reflection coefficient being plotted, and its angle equal to the phase of the coefficient. Next, a combination of constant-resistance and constant-conductance circles is found, leading from the center of the chart, representing 50Ω, to $s^{*}_{11}$ and $s^{*}_{22}$. The circles on the Smith Chart are constant-resistance circles; increasing series capacitive reactance moves an impedance point counter-clockwise along these circles. In this case, the circle to be used for finding series $C$ is the one passing through the center of the chart, as shown by the solid line in Fig. 6.

Increasing shunt inductive susceptance moves impedance points clockwise along constant-conductance circles. These circles are like the constant-resistance circles, but they are on another Smith Chart, this one being just the reverse of the one in Fig. 6. The constant-conductance circles for shunt L all pass through the leftmost point of the chart rather than the rightmost point. The circles to be used are those passing through $s^{*}_{11}$ and $s^{*}_{22}$, as shown by the dashed lines in Fig. 6.

Once these circles have been located, the normalized values of $L$ and $C$ needed for the matching networks are calculated from readings taken from the reactance and susceptance scales of the Smith Charts. Each element's reactance or susceptance is the difference between the scale readings at the two end points of a circular arc. Which are corresponds to which element is indicated in Fig. 6. The final network and the element values, normalized and unnormalized, are shown in Fig. 7.
**Broadband Amplifier Design**

Designing a broadband amplifier, that is, one which has nearly constant gain over a prescribed frequency range, is a matter of surrounding a transistor with external elements in order to compensate for the variation of forward gain $|s_{21}|$ with frequency. This can be done in either of two ways — first, negative feedback, or second, selective mismatching of the input and output circuitry. We will use the second method. When feedback is used, it is usually convenient to convert to $y$- or $z$-parameters (for shunt or series feedback respectively) using the conversion equations given in the table, p. 24, and a digital computer.

Equation 24 for the unilateral transducer power gain can be factored into three parts:

$$G_{T_0} = G_0 G_1 G_2$$

where

$$G_0 = |s_{11}|^2$$

$$G_1 = \frac{1 - |P_1|^2}{|1 - s_{11} P_1|^2}$$

$$G_2 = \frac{1 - |P_2|^2}{|1 - s_{22} P_2|^2}$$

When a broadband amplifier is designed by selective mismatching, the gain contributions of $G_1$ and $G_2$ are varied to compensate for the variations of $G_0 = |s_{21}|^2$ with frequency.

Suppose that the 2N3478 transistor whose $s$-parameters are given in Fig. 4 is to be used in a broadband amplifier which has a constant gain of 10 dB over a frequency range of 300 MHz to 700 MHz. The amplifier is to be driven from a 50Ω source and is to drive a 50Ω load. According to Fig. 5,

$$|s_{21}|^2 = 13 \text{ dB at } 300 \text{ MHz}$$

$$= 10 \text{ dB at } 450 \text{ MHz}$$

$$= 6 \text{ dB at } 700 \text{ MHz}$$

To realize an amplifier with a constant gain of 10 dB, source and load matching networks must be found which will decrease the gain by 3 dB at 300 MHz, leave the gain the same at 450 MHz, and increase the gain by 4 dB at 700 MHz.

Although in the general case both a source matching network and a load matching network would be designed, $G_{1\text{ max}}$ (i.e., $G_i$ for $r_{n} = s_{11}^*$) for this transistor is less than 1 dB over the frequencies of interest, which means there is little to be gained by matching the source. Consequently, for this example, only a load-matching network will be designed.

Procedures for designing source-matching networks are identical to those used for designing load-matching networks.

The first step in the design is to plot $s_{22}^*$ over the required frequency range on the Smith Chart, Fig. 8. Next, a set of constant-gain circles is drawn. Each circle is drawn for a single frequency; its center is on a line between the center of the Smith Chart and the point representing $s_{22}^*$ at that frequency. The distance from the center of the Smith Chart to the center of the constant gain circle is given by (these equations also appear in the table, p. 23):

$$r_2 = \frac{g_2 |s_{22}|}{1 - |s_{22}|^2(1 - g_2)}$$

where

$$g_2 = \frac{G_2}{G_{2\text{ max}}} = G_0 (1 - |s_{21}|^2)$$

\[ Fig. 6. Smith Chart for 300-MHz amplifier design example. \]
The radius of the constant-gain circle is
\[ \rho = \frac{\sqrt{1 - g_2 (1 - |S_{21}|^2)}}{1 - |S_{21}|^2 (1 - g_2)}. \]

For this example, three circles will be drawn, one for \( G_2 = -3 \) dB at 300 MHz, one for \( G_2 = 0 \) dB at 450 MHz, and one for \( G_2 = +4 \) dB at 700 MHz. Since \( |S_{21}| \) for this transistor is constant at 0.85 over the frequency range [see Fig. 4(b)], \( G_{\text{max}} \) for all three circles is \((0.278)^{-1}\), or 5.6 dB. The three constant-gain circles are indicated in Fig. 8.

The required matching network must transform the center of the Smith Chart, representing 50Ω, to some point on the \(-3\) dB circle at 300 MHz, to some point on the 0 dB circle at 450 MHz, and to some point on the +4 dB circle at 700 MHz. There are undoubtedly many networks that will do this. One which is satisfactory is a combination of two inductors, one in shunt and one in series, as shown in Fig. 9.

Shunt and series elements move impedance points on the Smith Chart along constant-conductance and constant-resistance circles, as I explained in the narrow-band design example which preceded this broadband example. The shunt inductance transforms the 50Ω load along a circle of constant conductance and varying (with frequency) inductive susceptance. The series inductor transforms the combination of the 50Ω load and the shunt inductance along circles of constant resistance and varying inductive reactance.

Fig. 7. 300-MHz amplifier with matching networks for maximum power gain.

Fig. 8. Smith Chart for broadband amplifier design example.
Optimizing the values of shunt and series L is a cut-and-try process to adjust these elements so that

—the transformed load reflection terminates on the right
gain circle at each frequency, and

—the susceptance component decreases with frequency
and the reactance component increases with frequency.
(This rule applies to inductors; capacitors would behave
in the opposite way.)

Once appropriate constant-conductance and constant-resistance circles have been found, the reactances and susceptances of the elements can be read directly from the Smith Chart. Then the element values are calculated, the same as they were for the narrow-band design.

Fig. 10 is a schematic diagram of the completed broadband amplifier, with unnormalized element values.

Stability Considerations and the Design of Reflection Amplifiers and Oscillators

When the real part of the input impedance of a network is negative, the corresponding input reflection coefficient (equation 17) is greater than one, and the network can be used as the basis for two important types of circuits, reflection amplifiers and oscillators. A reflection amplifier (Fig. 11) can be realized with a circulator—a nonreciprocal three-port device—and a negative-resistance device. The circulator is used to separate the incident (input) wave from the larger wave reflected by the negative-resistance device. Theoretically, if the circulator is perfect and has a positive real characteristic impedance $Z_o$, an amplifier with infinite gain can be built by selecting a negative-resistance device whose input impedance has a real part equal to $-Z_o$ and an imaginary part equal to zero (the imaginary part can be set equal to zero by tuning, if necessary).

Amplifiers, of course, are not supposed to oscillate, whether they are reflection amplifiers or some other kind. There is a convenient criterion based upon scattering parameters for determining whether a device is stable or potentially unstable with given source and load impedances. Referring again to the flow graph of Fig. 3, the ratio of the reflected voltage wave $b_1$ to the input voltage wave $b_0$ is

$$b_1 = \frac{s'_{11}}{b_0}$$

where $s'_{11}$ is the input reflection coefficient with $\Gamma_s = 0$ (that is, $Z_b = Z_o$) and an arbitrary load impedance $Z_{L_o}$ as defined in equation 19.

If at some frequency

$$\Gamma_s s'_{11} := 1$$

(25)

the circuit is unstable and will oscillate at that frequency. On the other hand, if

$$|s'_{11}| < \left| \frac{1}{\Gamma_s} \right|$$

the device is unconditionally stable and will not oscillate, whatever the phase angle of $\Gamma_s$ might be.

Fig. 9. Combination of shunt and series inductances is suitable matching network for broadband amplifier.

Inductance calculations:

From 700 MHz data.

\[ \frac{1}{\Gamma_{\text{inc}}} = \frac{1}{(3.64 - 0.44)} = 3.2 \]

\[ \text{L}_{\text{inc}} = \frac{13.29(50)}{3.2} \text{ nH} = 36.4 \text{ nH} \]

From 300 MHz data.

\[ \frac{1}{\text{Z}_{\text{in}}} = \frac{1}{13.4} \]

\[ \text{L}_{\text{inc}} = \frac{50}{13.4 \times 3.4} = 20.4 \text{ nH} \]

Fig. 10. Broadband amplifier with constant gain of 10 dB from 300 MHz to 700 MHz.

Fig. 11. Reflection amplifier consists of circulator and transistor with negative input resistance.

Fig. 12. Transistor oscillator is designed by choosing tank circuit such that $\Gamma_s s'_{11} = 1$. 3-9
As an example of how these principles of stability are applied in design problems, consider the transistor oscillator design illustrated in Fig. 12. In this case the input reflection coefficient $s'_{11}$ is the reflection coefficient looking into the collector circuit, and the 'source' reflection coefficient $\Gamma_S$ is one of the two tank-circuit reflection coefficients, $\Gamma_T$, or $\Gamma_S$. From equation 19,

$$s'_{11} = s_{11} + \frac{s_{12} s_{21} \Gamma_L}{1 - s_{22} \Gamma_L}$$

To make the transistor oscillate, $s'_{11}$ and $\Gamma_S$ must be adjusted so that they satisfy equation 25. There are four steps in the design procedure:

— Measure the four scattering parameters of the transistor as functions of frequency.

— Choose a load reflection coefficient $\Gamma_L$ which makes $s'_{11}$ greater than unity. In general, it may also take an external feedback element which increases $s_{12} s_{21}$ to make $s'_{11}$ greater than one.

— Plot $1/s'_{11}$ on a Smith Chart. (If the new network analyzer is being used to measure the s-parameters of the transistor, $1/s'_{11}$ can be measured directly by reversing the reference and test channel connections between the reflection test unit and the harmonic frequency converter. The polar display with a Smith Chart overlay will then give the desired plot immediately.)

— Connect either the series or the parallel tank circuit to the collector circuit and tune it so that $\Gamma_T$, or $\Gamma_S$, is large enough to satisfy equation 25 (the tank circuit reflection coefficient plays the role of $\Gamma_S$ in this equation).

Fig. 13 shows a Smith Chart plot of $1/s'_{11}$ for a high-frequency transistor in the common-base configuration. Load impedance $Z_L$ is 200Ω, which means that $\Gamma_L$, referred to 50Ω is 0.6. Reflection coefficients $\Gamma_T$, and $\Gamma_S$, are also plotted as functions of the resonant frequencies of the two tank circuits. Oscillations occur when the locus of $\Gamma_T$, or $\Gamma_S$, passes through the shaded region. Thus this transistor would oscillate from 1.5 to 2.5 GHz with a series tuned circuit and from 2.0 to 2.7 GHz with a parallel tuned circuit.

—Richard W. Anderson

Additional Reading on S-Parameters

Besides the papers referenced in the footnotes of the article, the following articles and books contain information on s-parameter design procedures and flow graphs.


Useful Scattering Parameter Relationships

\[ b_1 = s_{11}a_1 + s_{12}a_2 \]
\[ b_2 = s_{21}a_1 + s_{22}a_2 \]

Input reflection coefficient with arbitrary \( Z_i \)
\[ s'_{11} = s_{11} + \frac{s_{12}s_{21}\Gamma_i}{1 - s_{22}\Gamma_i} \]

Output reflection coefficient with arbitrary \( Z_i \)
\[ s'_{22} = s_{22} + \frac{s_{21}s_{12}\Gamma_i}{1 - s_{11}\Gamma_i} \]

Voltage gain with arbitrary \( Z_i \) and \( Z_o \)
\[ A_V = \frac{V_2}{V_1} = \frac{s_{21}(1 + \Gamma_i)}{(1 - s_{22}\Gamma_i)(1 + s'_{11})} \]

Power Gain
\[ G = \frac{|s_{21}|^2 (1 - |\Gamma_i|^2)}{(1 - |s_{11}|^2) + |\Gamma_i|^2 (|s_{22}|^2 - |D|^2) - 2 \text{ Re} (\Gamma_i N)} \]

Available Power Gain
\[ G_A = \frac{|s_{21}|^2 (1 - |\Gamma_i|^2)}{(1 - |s_{22}|^2) + |\Gamma_i|^2 (|s_{11}|^2 - |D|^2) - 2 \text{ Re} (\Gamma_i M)} \]

Transducer Power Gain
\[ G_T = \frac{|s_{21}|^2 (1 - |\Gamma_i|^2)(1 - |\Gamma_s|^2)}{(1 - s_{11}\Gamma_i)(1 - s_{22}\Gamma_s) - s_{21}s_{12}\Gamma_s\Gamma_i} \]

Unilateral Transducer Power Gain
\[ G_{T u} = \frac{|s_{21}|^2 (1 - |\Gamma_s|^2)(1 - |\Gamma_i|^2)}{1 - s_{11}\Gamma_i^2} \]
\[ G_u = |s_{21}|^2 \]
\[ G_1 = \frac{1 - |\Gamma_s|^2}{1 - s_{11}\Gamma_i^2} \]
\[ G_2 = \frac{1 - |\Gamma_s|^2}{1 - s_{22}\Gamma_i^2} \]

Maximum Unilateral Transducer Power Gain when \( |s_{11}| < 1 \) and \( |s_{22}| < 1 \)
\[ G_u = \frac{|s_{21}|^2}{(1 - |s_{11}|^2)(1 - |s_{22}|^2)} \]
\[ = G_u \cdot G_{1 \text{ max}} \cdot G_{2 \text{ max}} \]
\[ G_{1 \text{ max}} = \frac{1}{1 - |s_{11}|^2} \quad i = 1, 2 \]

This maximum attained for \( \Gamma_s = s^*_1 \) and \( \Gamma_i = s^*_2 \)

Constant Gain Circles (Unilateral case: \( s_i = 0 \))

—center of constant gain circle is on line between center of Smith Chart and point representing \( s^*_1 \)

—distance of center of circle from center of Smith Chart:
\[ r_i = \frac{g_i |s_{11}|}{1 - |s_{11}|^2} \]

—radius of circle:
\[ \rho_i = \frac{\sqrt{1 - g_i (1 - |s_{11}|^2)}}{1 - |s_{11}|^2 (1 - g_i)} \]

where: \( i = 1, 2 \)

and \( g_i = \frac{G_i}{G_{1 \text{ max}}} = G_i (1 - |s_{11}|^2) \)

Unilateral Figure of Merit
\[ u = \frac{|s_{11}s_2s_3s_1|}{(1 - |s_{11}|^2)(1 - |s_{22}|^2)} \]

Error Limits on Unilateral Gain Calculation
\[ \frac{1}{(1 + u^2)} < \frac{G_T}{G_{T u}} < \frac{1}{(1 - u^2)} \]
Conditions for Absolute Stability
No passive source or load will cause network to oscillate if
a, b, and c are all satisfied.

a. \(|s_{11}| < 1, |s_{22}| < 1\)
b. \(\left|\frac{s_{21}s_{21} - |M|^2}{s_{11}^2 - |D|^2}\right| > 1\)
c. \(\left|\frac{s_{11}s_{21} - |N|^2}{|s_{22}|^2 - |D|^2}\right| > 1\)

Condition that a two-port network can be simultaneously
matched with a positive real source and load:

\[ K > 1 \text{ or } C < 1 \]

\[ C = \text{Linville C factor} \]

Linville C Factor

\[ C = K^{-1} \]

\[ K = \frac{1 + |D|^2 - |s_{11}|^2 - |s_{22}|^2}{2|s_{12}s_{21}|} \]

Source and Load for Simultaneous Match

\[ \begin{align*}
I_{nS} &= M^* \left[ \frac{B_1 \pm \sqrt{B_2^2 - 4|M|^2}}{2|M|^2} \right] \\
I_{lS} &= N^* \left[ \frac{B_2 \pm \sqrt{B_1^2 - 4|N|^2}}{2|N|^2} \right]
\end{align*} \]

Where

\( B_1 = 1 + |s_{11}|^2 - |s_{22}|^2 - |D|^2 \)

\( B_2 = 1 + |s_{21}|^2 - |s_{11}|^2 - |D|^2 \)

Maximum Available Power Gain

If \( K > 1 \),

\[ G_{A_{max}} = \frac{|s_{11} - (K \pm \sqrt{K^2 - 1})|}{s_{12}} \]

\[ K = C^{-1} \]

\[ C = \text{Linville C Factor} \]

(Use minus sign when \( B_1 \) is positive, plus sign when \( B_1 \) is negative. For definition of \( B_1 \) see ‘Source and Load for Simultaneous Match,’ elsewhere in this table.)

\[ D = s_{11}s_{22} - s_{12}s_{21} \]

\[ M = s_{11} - Ds_{22} \]

\[ N = s_{22} - Ds_{11} \]

---

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>s-parameters in terms of h-, y-, and z-parameters</th>
<th>h-, y-, and z-parameters in terms of s-parameters</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>( s_{11} = \frac{(z_{11} - 1)(z_{21} + 1) - z_{12}z_{21}}{(z_{11} + 1)(z_{21} + 1) - z_{12}z_{21}} )</td>
<td>( z_{11} = \frac{(1 + s_{11})(1 - s_{22}) + s_{12}s_{22}}{(1 - s_{11})(1 - s_{22}) - s_{12}s_{22}} )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( s_{12} = \frac{z_{21}}{z_{11} + 1}(z_{21} + 1) - z_{12}z_{21} )</td>
<td>( z_{12} = \frac{2s_{12}}{1 - s_{11} - s_{12}z_{22}} )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( s_{21} = \frac{z_{11}}{z_{22} + 1}(z_{22} + 1) - z_{12}z_{21} )</td>
<td>( z_{21} = \frac{2s_{21}}{1 - s_{11} - s_{12}z_{22}} )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( s_{22} = \frac{(z_{11} + 1)(z_{22} - 1) - z_{12}z_{21}}{(z_{11} + 1)(z_{22} + 1) - z_{12}z_{21}} )</td>
<td>( z_{22} = \frac{(1 + s_{12})(1 - s_{11}) + s_{11}s_{21}}{(1 - s_{12})(1 - s_{11}) - s_{11}s_{21}} )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( s_{11} = (1 + y_{11})(1 + y_{21}) + y_{11}y_{21} )</td>
<td>( y_{11} = \frac{(1 + s_{11})(1 - s_{12}) + s_{12}s_{21}}{(1 + s_{11})(1 - s_{12}) - s_{12}s_{21}} )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( s_{12} = (1 + y_{12})(1 + y_{21}) - y_{12}y_{21} )</td>
<td>( y_{12} = \frac{(1 + s_{12})(1 - s_{11}) + s_{11}s_{21}}{(1 + s_{12})(1 - s_{11}) - s_{11}s_{21}} )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( s_{21} = (1 + y_{12})(1 - y_{21}) + y_{12}y_{21} )</td>
<td>( y_{21} = \frac{(1 + s_{12})(1 - s_{11}) + s_{11}s_{21}}{(1 + s_{12})(1 - s_{11}) - s_{11}s_{21}} )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( s_{22} = (1 + y_{12})(1 - y_{21}) - y_{12}y_{21} )</td>
<td>( y_{22} = \frac{(1 + s_{12})(1 - s_{11}) + s_{11}s_{21}}{(1 + s_{12})(1 - s_{11}) - s_{11}s_{21}} )</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| The h-, y-, and z-parameters listed above are all normalized to \( Z_0 \). If \( h', y', \) and \( z' \) are the actual parameters, then |
|---------------------------------------------------|---------------------------------------------------|
| \( z_{11}' = z_{11}Z_0 \) | \( y_{11}' = \frac{y_{11}}{Z_0} \) |
| \( z_{12}' = z_{12}Z_0 \) | \( y_{12}' = \frac{y_{12}}{Z_0} \) |
| \( z_{21}' = z_{21}Z_0 \) | \( y_{21}' = \frac{y_{21}}{Z_0} \) |
| \( z_{22}' = z_{22}Z_0 \) | \( y_{22}' = \frac{y_{22}}{Z_0} \) |

Transistor Frequency Parameters

\[ f_t = \text{frequency at which } |h_{11}| = |h_{22}|, \text{ for common-emitter configuration} \]

\[ f_{max} = \text{frequency at which } G_{A_{max}} = 1 \]
SECTION IV

COMBINE S PARAMETERS WITH TIME SHARING

This article describes how s parameters were used in conjunction with a small time-sharing computer for the design of thin-film amplifier circuits. Les Besser describes in clear detail how he approached the problem from both a circuit and a programming standpoint. He took advantage of the fact that one set of parameters can be used to calculate another set. The numerous transitions between \( s, y, z, \) and \( x \) parameters were readily done on the small computer. Finally he shows how his theoretical design utilizing \( s \)-parameter data agrees extremely well with the actual amplifier performance.
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Combine s parameters with time sharing
and bring thin-film, high-frequency amplifier design
closer to a science than an art.

High-frequency amplifier design traditionally
has followed the route of an art rather than a
science. The engineer would carry out approxi-
mate calculations and then make his amplifier
circuit work by means of a tricky layout, shield-
ing, grounding and so on.
The concept of the s parameters (see box)
and the advent of computer time-sharing to-
gether are signaling an end to these trial and
error techniques. And high time, too. Such tech-
niques could not have helped approach, for ex-
ample, the theoretical maximum performance of
a transistor—a feat that required, in addition to
time sharing and use of the s parameters, two
other advances as well: thin-film hybrid circuits
and lossless wideband matching networks. And
even more specifically, s parameters and thin-film
circuits have also been behind the designs of sev-
eral wideband amplifiers for frequencies of from
10 kHz to 2 GHz, with 20 to 30 dB of gain.
Each amplifier covers at least 4 to 5 octaves. In most
cases, the first breadboard measurements were
so close to the design values that only minor
adjustments had to be made before turning the
prototypes for production.

Why s parameters and thin-film circuits?
The conventional parameters—y, z and h—are
hard to measure at frequencies above 100 MHz.
This is because all of them require that open
and short circuits be established and call for
laborious and tedious measurements.

Then, commonly-used models of transistors do
not truly represent the actual devices. Thus,
when the inaccurate y, z, or h parameters are
used in an inaccurate transistor model it is only
natural to get inaccurate results.
S parameters, on the other hand, even in the
GHz region, are measured easily and accurately
by direct readout. Swept measurements of the
s parameters can be made today with existing
instruments (see photo) and the results easily
observed on polar displays such as the familiar
Smith chart or any other suitable graph.
Mathematically, s parameters lend themselves
nicely to matrix manipulations. A circuit of any
complexity is built by adding and cascading two-
port blocks. Since these blocks contain real ele-
ments that can be measured accurately, no approxi-
imations are used.
A designer cannot normally expect an ampli-
ifier above 500 MHz to give really accurate re-
sults with discrete components, because the
physical dimensions of the components are ap-
proaching the order of magnitude of the elec-
trical wavelengths. Thus, for 500 MHz or higher,
microcircuits would be his natural choice.
However, for amplifiers below 500 MHz, too,
microcircuits have definite advantages. The thin-
film technique reduces size, parasitic reactances
and long-term costs, and at the same time im-
proves design accuracy, reliability, heat dissipa-
tion, and repeatability.
Accordingly, rather than utilize a conven-
tional design routine, suppose we follow the out-
line given below in adapting the s-parameter ap-
proach and the thin-film circuits to be used:

1. Use s parameters throughout. All high-fre-
quency measurements are done with s param-
eters, from taking the parameters of the active
devices to evaluating the complete amplifier.
Measurement errors can be reduced to as low as
2 to 3 per cent even in the GHz region. Magni-
tude and phase are both measurable.1 Swept
measurements and visual polar display of the
s parameters are possible.
Some of the leading transistor manufacturers
already are supplying s-parameter information
for their products. Vector voltmeters, network
analyzers, and other test equipment permit the
designer to obtain the s parameters from 1 MHz
up to 12.4 GHz both swiftly and accurately. A
typical wideband system to measure transistor
(discrete or chip form) s parameters can be cali-
brated into the GHz region in a few minutes, and
the s parameters can be read directly without
any additional tuning or adjustment (see photo).

2. Work with parameter matrices. Build up the
circuits step by step by adding and cascading
two-port blocks.2 Keep converting the param-
eters3 (x, y, z and s) to the form that offers the

Les Besser, Project Supervisor, Hewlett-Packard Co., Palo
Alto, Calif.
What are s parameters?

S parameters\(^{12}\) are reflection and transmission coefficients. Transmission coefficients are commonly called gain or attenuation; reflection coefficients are directly related to VSWR and impedance.

Conceptually, s parameters are like h, y, or z parameters insofar as they describe the inputs and outputs of a black box. But the inputs and outputs for s parameters are expressed in terms of power, and for h, y, and z parameters as voltages and currents. Also, s parameters are measured with all circuits terminated in an actual characteristic line impedance of the system, doing away with the open- and short-circuit measurements specified for h, y or z parameters.

The figure below, which uses the convention that a is a signal into a port and b a signal out of a port, explains s parameters.

In this figure, a and b are the square roots of power; \((a_i)^2\) is the power incident at port 1, and \((b_r)^2\) is the power leaving port 2. The fraction of a, that is reflected at port 1 is \(s_{11}\), and the transmitted part is \(s_{21}\). Similarly, the fraction of \(a_r\) that is reflected at port 2 is \(s_{22}\), and \(s_{12}\) is transmitted in the reverse direction.

The signal \(b_i\), leaving port 1 is the sum of the fraction of \(a_i\), that was reflected at port 1 and what was transmitted from port 2.

The outputs related to the inputs are

\[
\begin{align*}
  b_1 &= s_{11} \cdot a_i + s_{12} \cdot a_r \\
  b_2 &= s_{21} \cdot a_i + s_{22} \cdot a_r
\end{align*}
\]

When port 1 is driven by an RF source, \(a_r\) is made zero by terminating the 50-\Omega transmission line, coming out of port 2, in its characteristic impedance.

The setup for measuring \(s_{11}\) and \(s_{21}\) is this:

If \(a_i = 0\), then:

\[
\begin{align*}
  s_{11} &= b_1 / a_i \\
  s_{21} &= b_2 / a_i
\end{align*}
\]

Similarly, the setup for measuring \(s_{12}\) and \(s_{22}\) is this:

If \(a_i = 0\), then:

\[
\begin{align*}
  s_{12} &= b_1 / a_i \\
  s_{22} &= b_2 / a_i
\end{align*}
\]

Another advantage of s parameters is that, being vector quantities, they contain both magnitude and phase information.

By definition, \(s_{11}\) and \(s_{22}\) are ratios of the reflected and incident powers, or exactly the same as the reflection coefficient, \(\Gamma\), commonly used with the Smith chart. The input and output parameters of a two-port device can be presented on a polar display without any transformation (see photos in text) and the corresponding normalized impedances can be readily obtained on the same chart. Impedance transformation and matching can be done either graphically or analytically. Mismatch losses that occur between any port and a 50-\Omega termination can be calculated. For example,

\[
P_{\text{mismatch}} = 10 \log_{10} \left(1 - |\Gamma|^2\right),
\]

where \(P_y\) is the mismatch loss in dB at any given port having a reflection coefficient \(\Gamma\). When the s parameters are known, \(s_{11}\) or \(s_{22}\) can be substituted for \(\Gamma\).

The transducer power gain of the two-port network can be computed by

\[
G_T = |s_{21}|^2
\]

or in dB

\[
G_T = 10 \log_{10} \left(|s_{21}|^2\right)
\]

simplest operation at every step. Since there are no approximations, the calculations will not introduce any additional error. This approach also eliminates the need for conventional transistor models, which not only do not truly represent the device, but require h parameters that can be accurately measured at frequencies above 100 MHz only with great difficulty.

3. Use on-line time sharing, and let the computer do all the work. With the help of a few simple “do-loops” the optimum values of the circuit elements can be readily determined. Time sharing offers extraordinary flexibility. The designer need not wait until his program is returned from the computer center; and program changes can be done by teletypewriter and the results seen within seconds.

A completely automated network analyzer system was recently developed.\(^4\) Here a small computer controls all calibrations and measurements and also solves the circuit program. Its automatic calibration eliminates practically all uncertainties and human-factor errors to bring an unprecedented accuracy into microwave-circuit design. The maximum
A complete s-parameter test setup good for frequencies up to 12 GHz includes an HP 8410A/8411A Network Analyzer ($4300) and an HP 8414A Polar Display ($1100), both housed in the top frame. In the center is an HP 8745A S-Parameter Test Set ($3000) and under it an HP 8690A Sweeper ($1600). If you are willing to sacrifice the convenience of polar display and swept measurement, you can get by with just the Vector Voltmeter (HP 8405, $2750), top of the shelf to the left. It will work up to 1 GHz. A photo of a Smith chart overlay (white grid) of S22 over a 100 to 400 MHz range obtained by the author, Les Besser, is shown on the right.

The magnitude of errors can be as low as 0.1%—and this is almost entirely due to the standard shorts and terminations that are used to calibrate the system.

Selecting the circuitry

The amplifier we are designing must meet the following specifications (all measurements are made in a 50-Ω system, i.e., 50-Ω load and a 50-Ω source):

1. Forward gain at 10 MHz: 20 dB ±0.5 dB.
2. Gain flatness 10 kHz — 400 MHz: ±0.5 dB.
3. Reverse gain (isolation): < −30 dB.
4. Input and output VSWR: < 1.5:1.

These specifications may be expressed in terms of the s parameters by using the following relationships for a two port network:

1. Input, output reflection parameters (s11, and s22) are:

   \[ |s| = (\delta - 1)/(\delta + 1), \]

   where \( \delta \) is the VSWR of the port that is being specified while the other port is terminated in the characteristic line impedance, i.e., 50 Ω; and

2. Forward and reverse gain parameters (s21, and s12) are:

   \[ |s| = \log_{10} (G/20), \]

    where \( G \) is the network gain in dB, when both the driving source and the terminating load have the characteristic line impedance.

Thus the above specifications become, in terms of the s parameters:

\[
\begin{align*}
|s_{11}| & < 0.2 \\
|s_{12}| & < 0.03 \\
|s_{21}| & = 10 \pm 0.60 \\
|s_{22}| & < 0.2
\end{align*}
\]

The stated 20-dB wideband gain requires a voltage gain-bandwidth product of 4 GHz. This is impractical with a single stage, and may be impossible to achieve. An expensive transistor would be needed, and even with this transistor the specified isolation and stability could impose severe limitations. There are, however, several low-cost transistors (for example, HP-1, HP-2, 2N3570) on the market with the guaranteed \( f_T \) of 1.5 GHz. If mismatch losses are kept to a minimum value, two such transistors cascaded in a feedback circuit can provide 20-dB gain and meet the above gain-flatness specifications without requiring adjustment. Feedback, of course, reduces the circuit's sensitivity to component parameter variations and changes, and helps maintain flat-gain response through a wide range of frequencies. Of the various feedback arrangements the most stable consists of separate complex shunt and series feedbacks for each transistor (rather than over-all feedbacks around both). This approach also permits the designer to obtain the parameters of a single stage, and thus find a conjugate interstage match that assures maximum power transfer.

If the feedback circuit includes purely resistive elements, or if it includes reactive elements to reduce the effect of the feedback at the higher fre-
Combinig two-port networks

It was mentioned earlier that the network parameter matrices should be continuously converted to the form that offers the simplest means for combining the various circuit elements. Besides the s parameters, three other parameter matrices are used (Fig. 1). The admittance Y and the impedance Z parameter matrices do not require an explanation, but the X-parameter matrix, which is used to cascade the two-port networks, does. Here is how it was derived:

The transmission parameters, T, are commonly used to cascade two-port networks. In terms of the s parameters:

\[ T = \begin{vmatrix} s_{11} - \left( \frac{s_{12} s_{21}}{s_{12}} \right) & s_{12}/s_{11} \\ s_{21}/s_{12} & 1/s_{12} \end{vmatrix} \]

In the case of unilateral design (s_{21} = 0), the value of T would go to infinity. A more meaningful form called X matrix is obtained where s_{21} is in the denominator. This matrix, which has a finite value for all active devices, is defined as:

\[ X = L(LT)^{-1}, \]

where

\[ L = \begin{vmatrix} 0 & 1 \\ 1 & 0 \end{vmatrix} \]

Set up the program

The computer program for this design was written for the GE time-share BASIC language through remote teletype outlets. It consists of a control section and several subroutines for the various conversions. The BASIC language handles matrices by simple (MAT READ, MAT PRINT, etc.) commands. However, at the present time it does not offer complex variable operation. A special subroutine therefore was developed in the following manner to enable the computer to operate with complex matrices:

It can be proved that any complex number can be represented by a \( 2 \times 2 \) matrix for the duration of some mathematical operations, if, at the end, the matrix is "retransformed" in a comparable manner to the initial transformation. For example:

\[ z_{11} = r_{11} + jx_{11} \quad \Rightarrow \quad \begin{vmatrix} r_{11} & x_{11} \\ -x_{11} & r_{11} \end{vmatrix} = Z_{11}. \]

It can also be proved that the matrix operation will not change if all matrix elements are replaced by their equivalent matrices.

Now the real and imaginary parts of a complex \( 2 \times 2 \) matrix form a \( 4 \times 4 \) matrix. After the operations, this \( 4 \times 4 \) matrix yields results in the original complex form

\[ Z'_{11} = \begin{vmatrix} r'_{11} & x'_{11} \\ -x'_{11} & r'_{11} \end{vmatrix} \quad \Rightarrow \quad r'_{11} + jx'_{11} = z'_{11}. \]

Since all calculations are done in matrix form, the passive network elements should be expressed in matrix form. The method is illustrated in Fig. 2, which deals with finding the equivalent Z matrix of a resistive "T." Here, in the matrix form, we have

\[ Z = \begin{vmatrix} z_{11} & z_{12} \\ z_{21} & z_{22} \end{vmatrix} = \begin{vmatrix} r_o + r_c & r_o \\ r_c & (r_b + r_c) \end{vmatrix} \]

2. An equivalent Z matrix for a common resistive "T" is derived (in text) using the symbols defined above. All operations involve matrices; accordingly, the reader should familiarize himself with matrix algebra.

Step-by-step computerized design

We can now proceed with a description of the steps required to design an amplifier stage.

Note that since all the steps below are illustrated pictorially, the schematics sometimes will not change in converting matrices, say, S to Y.
1. Read in frequency.
2. Read in transistor $s$ parameters in matrix form, $S_{T1}$.

3. Convert device $S$ matrix to $Y$ matrix, $S_{T1} \rightarrow Y_{T1}$.
4. Set up $Y$ matrix for complex shunt feedback element, $Y_p$.
5. Add shunt feedback, $Y_{T2} = Y_p + Y_{T1}$.

6. Convert $Y$ matrix of device and shunt feedback to $Z$ matrix, $Y_{T2} \rightarrow Z_{T1}$.
7. Set up $Z$ matrix for complex emitter feedback element, $Z_e$.

8. Add emitter feedback to device with shunt feedback, $Z_{T2} = Z_e + Z_{T1}$.

9. Convert $Z$ matrix of device with feedbacks to $X$ matrix, $Z_{T2} \rightarrow X_{T1}$.

10. Set up $X$ matrices for base and collector bias elements (may be complex), $X_B, X_C$.

11. Multiply $X$ matrices of bias elements by device and feedback matrices,

   $X_{T2} = (X_B) \ast (X_{T1})$

   $X_{T3} = (X_{T2}) \ast (X_C)$.

---
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12. Set up $X$ matrices for input and output matching elements (lumped or distributed), $X_{M_1}$, $X_{M_2}$.

13. Multiply matching elements and device,

$$X_{T_1} = (X_{M_1}) \ast (X_{T_0})$$

$$X_{T_0} = (X_{T_1}) \ast (X_{M_2})$$

14. Convert over-all $X$ matrix to $S$ matrix, $X_{T_0} \rightarrow S_{T_0}$.

15. Print out:
   - $S$ parameters of amplifier.
   - Maximum available gain.
   - Transducer power gain ($G_T$).
   - Circuit (mismatch) losses.
   - Stability factor.
   - Unilateral figure of merit, $U$.

   (This outline should be followed for each stage of the amplifier. Afterward the stage should be optimized and its $X$ matrices multiplied together to obtain the over-all parameters).

16. Go to next frequency (step 1).

17. End.

A sample printout for two cascaded stages operating at 100 MHz is shown below.

**Understand the program**

The shunt and series feedback networks of the single stages should be determined first. With the help of two “do-loops” in steps 4 and 7 the feedback elements are varied and the trends of the resultant changes in $s_{11}$, $s_{22}$ and the maximum available gain are printed out. The values of the feedback elements are selected to give flat response of maximum available gain, with an absolute value equal to the specified transducer gain, $G_T$, and the lowest possible set of values for $|s_{11}|, |s_{22}|$. A good flat response of maximum available gain within the frequency range of the amplifier indicates that the circuit will provide the required gain if and only if it is properly matched both at the input and the output.

It is advisable to keep the magnitudes of both $s_{11}$ and $s_{22}$ below 0.5 (the lower the better). Otherwise the wideband match will become rather difficult, requiring a ladder network of several sections.

After selecting the feedback networks the corresponding $s_{11}$ and $s_{22}$ should be plotted on a Smith chart and the matching networks deter-
Table. S parameters at 100 MHz.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Specified magnitudes</th>
<th>$S_{11}$</th>
<th>$S_{12}$</th>
<th>$S_{21}$</th>
<th>$S_{22}$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Design values</td>
<td>0.083</td>
<td>0.023</td>
<td>10.13</td>
<td>0.060</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$&lt; -49^*$</td>
<td>$&lt; -70^*$</td>
<td>$&lt; -63^*$</td>
<td>$&lt; -64^*$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Measured values</td>
<td>0.110</td>
<td>0.020</td>
<td>10.36</td>
<td>0.035</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$&lt; -52^*$</td>
<td>$&lt; -60^*$</td>
<td>$&lt; -54^*$</td>
<td>$&lt; -60^*$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Shows tendencies toward instability, the gain-bandwidth product of the circuit may have to be reduced or the phase of the matching networks changed.

The efficiency and accuracy of the design are reflected in the close correlation between the computer-predicted and measured parameter values obtained on the first prototype (see table).

The thin-film process asserted itself through the unusual repeatability of the first five laboratory prototypes. The magnitudes of all $s$ parameters were found to be within $\pm 2$ per cent.

References:
1. “Network Analysis at Microwave Frequency,” HP Application Note No. 92.
10. Ibid.

Test your retention

Here are questions based on the main points of this article. They are to help you see if you have overlooked any important ideas. You’ll find the answers in the article.

1. What is the main advantage of $s$ parameters over $h$, $y$, or $z$ parameters?

2. Can you define each $s$ parameter in terms of their physical significance?

3. Why is it desirable to have $s_{22}$ as small as possible?

4. What is unconditional stability?
SECTION V

QUICK AMPLIFIER DESIGN WITH SCATTERING PARAMETERS

William H. Froehner's article shows how to design an amplifier from scattering parameter data. He shows the $s$ parameters can be used to reliably predict the gain, bandwidth, and stability of a given design. Two design examples are included. One is the design of an amplifier for maximum gain at a single frequency from an unconditionally stable transistor. The second is the design of an amplifier for a given gain at a single frequency when the transistor is potentially unstable.
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Quick amplifier design with scattering parameters

Smith chart and s parameters are combined in a fast, reliable method of designing stable transistor amplifiers that operate above 100 megahertz

By William H. Froehner
Texas Instruments Incorporated, Dallas

**Bandwidth, gain, and stability** are the most important parameters in any amplifier design. Designing for one without considering the other two can mean a mediocre amplifier instead of one with high performance. A reliable technique for predicting bandwidth, determining gain, and assuring stability uses scattering or s parameters.

Scattering parameters make it easy to characterize the high-frequency performance of transistors. As with h, y, or z parameter methods, no equivalent circuit is needed to represent the transistor device. A transistor is represented as a two-port network whose terminal behavior is defined by four s parameters, $s_{11}$, $s_{12}$, $s_{21}$, and $s_{22}$.

For designs that operate under 100 megahertz the problem of accurately representing the transistor is not acute, because transistor manufacturers provide relatively complete data in a form other than s parameters. However, at frequencies above 100 MHz the performance data is frequently incomplete or in an inconvenient form. In addition, h, y, or z parameters, ordinarily used in circuit design at lower frequencies, cannot be measured accurately. But s parameters may be measured directly up to a frequency of 12.4 gigahertz. Once the four s parameters are obtained, it is possible to convert them to h, y, or z terms with conventional tables.

**Defining the terms**

Because scattering parameters are based on reflection characteristics derived from power ratios they provide a convenient method for measuring circuit losses. Representing a network in terms of power instead of the conventional voltage-current description can help solve microwave-transmission problems where circuits can no longer be characterized using lumped R, L, and C elements.

When a network is described with power parameters, the power into the network is called incident, the power reflected back from the load is called reflected. A description of a typical two-port network based on the incident and reflected power is given by the scattering matrix. To understand the relationships, consider the typical two-port network, bottom of page 101, which is terminated at both ports by a pure resistance of value $Z_0$, called the reference impedance. Incident and reflected waves for the two-port network are expressed by two sets of parameters $(a_1,b_1)$ and $(a_2,b_2)$ at terminals 1-1' and 2-2' respectively. They are

$$a_1 = \frac{1}{2} \left[ \frac{V_1}{\sqrt{Z_0}} + \sqrt{Z_0} I_1 \right]$$

= input power to the load applied at port 1 (1a)

$$b_1 = \frac{1}{2} \left[ \frac{V_1}{\sqrt{Z_0}} - \sqrt{Z_0} I_1 \right]$$

= reflected power from the load as seen from port 1 (1b)
\( a_2 = \frac{\sqrt{V_2} + \sqrt{Z_0} I_2}{\sqrt{Z_0}} \) = input power to the load applied at port 2

\( b_2 = \frac{\sqrt{V_2} - \sqrt{Z_0} I_2}{\sqrt{Z_0}} \) = reflected power from the load as seen from port 2

Hence, the scattering parameters for the two-port network are given by

\[ \begin{align*}
    b_1 &= s_{11} a_1 + s_{12} a_2 \\
    b_2 &= s_{21} a_1 + s_{22} a_2
\end{align*} \tag{2} \]

Expressed as a matrix, equation 2 becomes

\[ \begin{bmatrix} b_1 \\ b_2 \end{bmatrix} = \begin{bmatrix} s_{11} & s_{12} \\ s_{21} & s_{22} \end{bmatrix} \begin{bmatrix} a_1 \\ a_2 \end{bmatrix} \tag{3} \]

where the scattering matrix is

\[ \begin{bmatrix} s_{11} & s_{12} \\ s_{21} & s_{22} \end{bmatrix} \tag{4} \]

Thus, the scattering parameters for the two-port network can be expressed as ratios of incident and reflected power waves.

\[ \begin{align*}
    s_{11} &= \frac{b_1}{a_1} \bigg|_{a_1=0} \\
    s_{12} &= \frac{b_1}{a_2} \bigg|_{a_2=0} \\
    s_{21} &= \frac{b_2}{a_1} \bigg|_{a_1=0} \\
    s_{22} &= \frac{b_2}{a_2} \bigg|_{a_2=0}
\end{align*} \tag{5} \]

The parameter \( s_{11} \) is called the input reflection coefficient; \( s_{21} \) is the forward transmission coefficient; \( s_{12} \) is the reverse transmission coefficient; and \( s_{22} \) is the output reflection coefficient.

By setting \( a_2 = 0 \), expressions for \( s_{11} \) and \( s_{21} \) can be found. To do this the load impedance \( Z_0 \) is set equal to the reference impedance \( R_{ML} \). This conclusion is proven with the help of the terminating section of the two-port network shown above with the \( a_2 \) and \( b_2 \) parameters. The load resistor \( Z_0 \) is considered as a one-port network with a scattering parameter

\[ s_2 = \frac{Z_0 - R_{ML} \to Z_0 + R_{ML}} {Z_0} \tag{6} \]

Hence \( a_2 \) and \( b_2 \) are related by

\[ a_2 = s_2 b_2 \tag{7} \]

When the reference impedance \( R_{ML} \) is set equal to the load impedance \( Z_0 \), then \( s_2 \) becomes

\[ s_2 = \frac{Z_0 - Z_0}{Z_0 + Z_0} = 0 \tag{8} \]

\[ \begin{array}{c}
    \text{Defining the } s \text{ parameters. Ratios of incident waves } \ a_1, \ a_2 \text{ and reflected power waves } b_1, \ b_2 \text{ for ports 1 and 2 define the four scattering parameters.}
\end{array} \]

\[ \begin{array}{c}
    \text{Impedance matching. By setting } a_2 \text{ equal to zero the engineer can determine the } s_2 \text{ value. The condition } a_2 = 0 \text{ implies that the reference impedance } R_{ML} \text{ is equal to the load impedance } Z_0. \\
\end{array} \]

so that \( a_2 = 0 \) under this condition. Likewise, when \( a_1 = 0 \), the reference impedance of port 1 is equal to the terminating impedance; \( R_{ML} = Z_0 \).

By defining the driving-point impedances at ports 1 and 2 as

\[ Z_1 = \frac{V_1}{I_1}, \quad Z_2 = \frac{V_2}{I_2} \tag{9} \]

\( s_{11} \) and \( s_{22} \) can be written in terms of equation 9.

\[ s_{11} = \frac{b_1}{a_1} \bigg|_{a_1=0} = \frac{\frac{1}{2}[V_1/\sqrt{Z_0} - \sqrt{Z_0} I_1]}{\frac{1}{2}[V_1/\sqrt{Z_0} + \sqrt{Z_0} I_1]} = \frac{Z_1 - Z_0}{Z_1 + Z_0} \tag{10} \]

\[ s_{22} = \frac{Z_0 - Z_0}{Z_2 + Z_0} \tag{11} \]

In the expression

\[ s_{22} = \frac{b_2}{a_1} \bigg|_{a_1=0} \]

The condition \( a_2 = 0 \) implies that the reference impedance \( R_{ML} \) is set equal to the load \( Z_0 \). If a voltage source \( 2E_1 \) is connected with a source impedance \( R_{ML} = Z_0 \), as seen on page 102, \( a_1 \) can be expressed as

\[ a_1 = \frac{E_1}{\sqrt{Z_0}} \tag{12} \]

Since \( a_2 = 0 \), then \( a_2 = 0 = \frac{1}{2} \left[ \frac{V_2}{\sqrt{Z_0}} + \sqrt{Z_0} I_z \right] \]

from which \( \frac{V_2}{\sqrt{Z_0}} = - \sqrt{Z_0} I_z \)

Consequently,

\[ b_2 = \frac{1}{2} \left[ \frac{V_2}{\sqrt{Z_0}} - \sqrt{Z_0} I_z \right] = \frac{V_2}{\sqrt{Z_0}} \]

Hence,

\[ s_{22} = \frac{V_2}{E_1} \tag{13} \]
Finding \( s_{12} \). By connecting a voltage source, \( 2E_1 \), with the source impedance, \( Z_s \), parameter \( s_{12} \) can be evaluated.

Similarly when port 1 is terminated in \( R_{MS} = Z_0 \) and a voltage source equal to \( 2E_2 \) having an impedance of \( Z_0 \) is connected to port 2

\[
es_{12} = \frac{V_1}{E_2} \tag{14}
\]

Both \( s_{12} \) and \( s_{22} \) are voltage-ratios and therefore have no dimensions. For a passive network, \( s_{11} = s_{12} \). Parameters \( s_{11} \) and \( s_{22} \) are reflection coefficients and are also dimensionless.

**Stabilizing an amplifier**

Since the \( s \) parameters are based on reflection coefficients, they can be plotted directly on a Smith chart and easily manipulated to establish optimum gain with matching networks. To design an amplifier the engineer first plots the \( s \)-parameter values for the transistor on a Smith chart and then, using the plot, synthesizes matching impedances between a source and load impedance.

Stability or resistance to oscillation is most important in amplifier design and is determined from the \( s \) parameters and the synthesized source and load impedances. The oscillations are only possible if either the input or the output port, or both, have negative resistance. This occurs if \( s_{11} \) or \( s_{22} \) are greater than unity. However, even with negative resistances the amplifier might still be stable.

For a device to be unconditionally stable \( s_{11} \) and \( s_{22} \) must be smaller than unity and the transistor's inherent stability factor, \( K \), must be greater than unity and positive. \( K \) is computed from

\[
K = \frac{1 + |\Delta|^2 - |s_{11}|^2 - |s_{22}|^2}{2|s_{12}s_{22}|} \tag{15}
\]

**Plotting circles**

Stability circles can be plotted directly on a Smith chart. These separate the output or input planes into stable and potentially unstable regions. A stability circle plotted on the output plane indicates the values of all loads that provide negative real input impedance, thereby causing the circuit to oscillate. A similar circle can be plotted on the input plane which indicates the values of all loads that provide negative real output impedance and again cause oscillation. A negative real impedance is defined as a reflection coefficient which has a magnitude that is greater than unity.

The regions of instability occur within the circles whose centers and radii are expressed by

\[
center on the input plane = r_{11} = \frac{C_1^*}{|s_{11}|^2 - |\Delta|^2} \tag{16}
\]

\[
radius on the input plane = R_{11} = \frac{|s_{12}s_{21}|}{|s_{11}|^2 - |\Delta|^2} \tag{17}
\]

\[
center on the output plane = r_{22} = \frac{C_2^*}{|s_{22}|^2 - |\Delta|^2} \tag{18}
\]

\[
radius on the output plane = R_{22} = \frac{|s_{12}s_{21}|}{|s_{22}|^2 - |\Delta|^2} \tag{19}
\]

where

\[
C_1 = s_{11} - \Delta s_{22}^* \tag{20}
\]

\[
C_2 = s_{22} - \Delta s_{11}^* \tag{21}
\]

\[
\Delta = s_{12}s_{21} - s_{11}s_{22} \tag{22}
\]

In these equations the asterisk represents the complex conjugate value. Six examples of stable and potentially unstable regions plotted on the output plane are on the opposite page. In all cases the gray areas indicate the loads that make the circuit stable.

The first two drawings, A, and B, show the possible locations for stability when the value of \( K \) is less than unity; C and D are for \( K \) greater than unity. When the stability circle does not enclose the origin of the Smith chart, its area provides negative real input impedance. But when the stability circle does enclose the origin, then the area bounded by the stability circle provides positive real input impedance.

Drawings E and F indicate the possible locations for stability when the value of \( K \) is greater than unity and positive. If the stability circle falls completely outside the unity circle, the area bounded by this circle provides negative real input impedance. But if the stability circle completely surrounds the unity circle then the area of the stability circle provides positive real input impedance.

**When \( K \) is positive**

The design of an amplifier where \( K \) is positive and greater than unity is relatively simple since these conditions indicate that the device is unconditionally stable under any load conditions. All the designer need do is compute the values of \( R_{MS} \) and \( R_{ML} \) that will simultaneously match both the input and output ports and give the maximum power gain of the device.

Reflection coefficient of the generator impedance required to conjugately match the input of the transistor = \( R_{MS} \)

\[
= C_1^* \left[ \frac{B_1 \pm \sqrt{B_2^2 - 4|C_1|^2}}{2|C_1|^2} \right] \tag{23}
\]
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Stability examples

(A) CONDITIONALLY STABLE \( K < 1 \)

(B) CONDITIONALLY STABLE \( K < 1 \)

(C) CONDITIONALLY STABLE \( K > 1 \)

(D) CONDITIONALLY STABLE \( K > 1 \)

(E) UNCONDITIONALLY STABLE \( K > 1 \)

(F) UNCONDITIONALLY STABLE \( K > 1 \)

Controlling oscillation. Stability circles are superimposed on the output plane. Load impedances chosen from gray areas will not cause oscillation. Colored areas represent unstable loads.
where

\[ B_1 = 1 + |s_{11}|^2 - |s_{21}|^2 - |\Delta|^2 \]  

and

Reflection coefficient of that load impedance required to conjugately match the output of the transistor = \( R_{ML} \)

\[ = C_\ast \left[ B_2 = \frac{\sqrt{B_2^2 - 4 |C_\ast|^2}}{2 |C_\ast|^2} \right] \]  

where

\[ B_2 = 1 + |s_{22}|^2 - |s_{11}|^2 - |\Delta|^2 \]  

and \( C_1 \) and \( C_\ast \) are as previously defined.

If the computed value of \( B_1 \) is negative, then the plus sign should be used in front of the radical in equation 23. Conversely, if \( B_1 \) is positive, then the negative sign should be used. This also applies in equation 25 for \( B_2 \). By using the appropriate sign only one answer will be possible in either equation and a value of less than unity will be computed.

The maximum power gain possible is found from the relationship

\[ G_{MAX} = \left| \frac{s_{11}}{s_{21}} \right| K = \sqrt{K^2 - 1} \]  

Once again the plus sign is used if \( B_1 \) is negative and the minus sign if \( B_1 \) is positive. This maximum power gain is obtained only if the device is loaded with \( R_{MS} \) and \( R_{ML} \) expressed as reflection coefficients. These values are plotted directly on a Smith chart that has been normalized to the reference impedance, \( Z_0 = 50 \) ohms, in this case. The actual values of \( R_{MS} \) and \( R_{ML} \) are read from the Smith chart coordinates and multiplied by \( Z_0 \). A lossless transforming network can then be placed between the transistor and the source and load terminations to obtain the maximum gain.

If a power gain other than \( G_{MAX} \) is desired, constant gain circles must be constructed. The solution for contours of constant gain is given by the equation of a circle whose center and radius are

\[ r_{ao} = \left[ \frac{G}{1 + D_a G} \right] C_\ast \]  

\[ = \left( 1 - 2K |s_{11}|^2 G + |s_{21}|^2 |G|^2 \right)^{1/2} \]

The center of the constant gain circle on the output plane is \( r_{ao} = \frac{G}{1 + D_a G} C_\ast \)

The radius of the constant gain circle on the output plane is \( R_{ao} \)

\[ = \frac{(1 - 2K |s_{11}|^2 G + |s_{21}|^2 |G|^2)^{1/2}}{1 + D_a G} \]  

where

\[ D_a = |s_{22}|^2 - |\Delta|^2 \]  

\[ G = \frac{G_p}{G_o} \]  

\[ G_o = |s_{21}|^2 \]

and \( G_p = \) desired total amplifier gain (numeric)

After a load that falls on the desired constant gain circle has been selected, a generator impedance is selected to achieve the desired gain.

The value for the generator impedance that simultaneously matches the input load is given by

\[ r_\ast = \left[ \frac{s_{11} - r_\ast \Delta}{1 - r_\ast s_{22}} \right] \]

where

\[ r_\ast = \] the reflection coefficient of the load picked.

To prove stability

With the following example it can be demonstrated that when a positive \( K \) is greater than unity, the amplifier will always be stable.

Objective: Design an amplifier to operate at 750 Mhz with a maximum gain using a 2N3570 transistor. The bias conditions are \( V_{BE} = 10 \) volts and \( I_C = 4 \) milliamperes. Scattering parameters for this transistor were measured and found to be

\[ s_{11} = 0.277 \angle -50.0^\circ \]

\[ s_{12} = 0.078 \angle 93.0^\circ \]

\[ s_{22} = 0.192 \angle 64.0^\circ \]

\[ s_{21} = 0.848 \angle -31.0^\circ \]

Solution: Compute the values for the maximum gain, and the load impedances \( R_{MS} \) and \( R_{ML} \).

\[ \Delta = s_{12}s_{21} - s_{11}s_{22} = 0.324 \angle -64.8^\circ \]

\[ C_1 = s_{11} - \Delta s_{22} = 0.120 \angle -135.4^\circ \]

\[ B_2 = 1 + |s_{22}|^2 - |s_{21}|^2 - |\Delta|^2 = 0.253 \]

\[ C_2 = s_{22} - \Delta s_{11} = 0.768 \angle -33.8^\circ \]

\[ B_2 = 1 + |s_{22}|^2 - |s_{21}|^2 - |\Delta|^2 = 1.537 \]

\[ K = \frac{1 + |\Delta|^2 - |s_{11}|^2 - |s_{22}|^2}{2|s_{11}s_{22}|} = 1.033 \]

\[ D_2 = |s_{22}|^2 - |\Delta|^2 = 0.614 \]

Since \( B_1 \) and \( B_2 \) are both positive, the negative sign is used in the following:

\[ G_{MAX} = |s_{11}| \sqrt{K^2 - 1} \]

\[ = 19.087 = 12.807 \text{ db} \]

\[ R_{MS} = C_1 \left[ \frac{B_1 - \sqrt{B_1^2 - 4 |C_1|^2}}{2 |C_1|^2} \right] \]

\[ = 0.730 \angle 135.4^\circ \]

\[ R_{ML} = C_2 \left[ \frac{B_2 - \sqrt{B_2^2 - 4 |C_2|^2}}{2 |C_2|^2} \right] \]

\[ = 0.951 \angle 33.8^\circ \]

\[ R_{MS} \] and \( R_{ML} \) are plotted on the Smith chart on the opposite page. The actual values of \( R_{MS} \) and \( R_{ML} \) can now be read from the Smith chart coordinates as \( Z_a \) and \( Z_b \).

\[ R_{MS} = Z_a = 9.083 + j 19.903 \text{ ohms} \]

\[ R_{ML} = Z_b = 14.686 + j 163.096 \text{ ohms} \]

These results were obtained with a computer and do not represent the actual reading of the coordinates on the Smith chart.

A lossless matching network can now be inserted between a 50-ohm generator and the transistor to provide a conjugate match for the input of the transistor. To conjugately match the output of the transistor a lossless matching network can be inserted between the transistor and a 50-ohm load. With the transistor's input and output conjugately
Design example. Graphical plot of a 750-MHz amplifier design using a 2N3570 transistor. Completed circuit uses strip lines to match the input and output to the transistor.
matched, a maximum power gain is achieved.

In this example Teflon transmission lines, using 1" Teflon Fiberglas p-c board, were chosen for matching the input and output. The values for the lines are determined as follows:

**Output circuit**

Step 1. Transform \( R_{ML} \) to 50 ± jz ohms or 20 ± jb mmmhos using the relationship

\[
jb = \pm \left[ \frac{|R_{ML}|^2 (Y_o + G_L)^2 - (Y_o - G_L)^2}{1 - |R_{ML}|^2} \right]^{1/2}
\]

where

\( jb \) = reactance of the parallel stub

\( Y_o \) = characteristic admittance of the transmission line

\( G_L \) = real part of load admittance

In this case \( Y_o \) and \( G_L \) = 20 mmmhos. Hence,

\[
jb = \pm \left[ \frac{(0.951)^2(20 + 20)^2 - (20 - 20)^2}{1 - (0.951)^2} \right]^{1/2}
\]

\( = \pm 123.5 \text{ mmmhos} \)

The negative sign was chosen for a shorted inductive stub to keep the over-all length below \( \lambda/4 \).

Step 2. Find the lengths for elements 3 and 4.

\[
\tan \beta L = \frac{-Y_o}{jb} = \frac{20}{123.5} = 0.162
\]

therefore,

\( \beta L = 9.2^\circ \)

but

\( \beta = \frac{2\pi}{\lambda} \)

and

\( \lambda = \frac{\text{velocity of light}}{\text{frequency}} = \frac{300 \times 10^6 \text{ meters/sec}}{750 \times 10^6 \text{ hz/sec}} \)

\( = 40 \text{ cm/Hz} \)

Hence,

\( L = \frac{9.2^\circ}{360^\circ} \times 40 \text{ cm} = 1.02 \text{ cm} \)

For element 4

\( L_4 = (1.02)(0.7) = 0.715 \text{ cm} \)

where \( \lambda \) on Teflon Fiberglas \( \gamma'' = (0.7) \) (\( \lambda_{\text{free air}} \))

For element 3

\[
\frac{\theta}{\theta_{R_{MS}}} = \left[ \frac{Y_o - Y_L}{Y_o + Y_L} \right] = \frac{20 - (20 - j 123.5)}{20 + (20 - j 123.5)} = 0.953 \angle 162^\circ
\]

\[\lambda(0.7)\]

\[
L_3 = \left[ \frac{\theta - \theta_{R_{ML}}}{720^\circ} \right] \lambda(0.7) = \left[ \frac{162^\circ - 33.8^\circ}{720^\circ} \right] (40)(0.7) = 4.97 \text{ cm}
\]

**Input circuit**

Step 1. Transform \( R_{MS} \) to 50 ± jz ohms or 20 ± jb mmmhos using the relationship

\[
jb = \pm \left[ \frac{|R_{MS}|^2 (Y_s + G_a)^2 - (Y_s - G_a)^2}{1 - |R_{MS}|^2} \right]^{1/2}
\]

where

\( G_a \) = real part of the source admittance which in this case is 20 mmmhos. Hence,

\[
jb = \pm \left[ \frac{(0.730)^2(20 + 20)^2 - (20 - 20)^2}{1 - (0.730)^2} \right]^{1/2}
\]

\( = \pm 42.8 \text{ mmmhos} \)

The positive sign was chosen for an open capacitive stub to keep its length below \( \lambda/4 \).

Step 2. Find the lengths of elements 1 and 2.

\[
\cot \beta L = \frac{Y_o}{jb} = \frac{20}{42.8} = 0.467
\]

therefore,

\( \beta L = 65^\circ \)

and the length of element 1 is

\[
L_1 = \left[ \frac{65^\circ}{360^\circ} \right] (40)(0.7)
\]

\( = 5.05 \text{ cm} \)

\( \Gamma = \left[ \frac{Y_o - Y_s}{Y_o + Y_s} \right] = \frac{20 - (20 + j 42.8)}{20 + (20 + j 42.8)} \)

\( = 0.730 \angle -137^\circ \)

Thus the length of element 2 is

\[
L_2 = \left[ \frac{\theta - \theta_{R_{MS}}}{720^\circ} \right] \lambda
\]

\( = \left[ \frac{-137^\circ - 135.4^\circ}{720^\circ} \right] (40) \)

\( = \frac{272.4}{720^\circ} \times 40 \)

Since a positive angle is required, add 360°, then

\( L_2 = \frac{87.6^\circ}{720^\circ} (40)(0.7) = 3.42 \text{ cm} \)

The completed circuit is on page 105.

If a gain other than \( G_{\text{MAX}} \) had been desired, a constant gain circle would be required. For example, suppose a power gain of 10 db is desired. Thus,

\( G_p = 10 \text{ db} \)

and

\( G_a = |s_n|^2 = 3.686 = 5.666 \text{ db} \)
Discrete-component design

Design example. Graphical plot of a 500-MHz amplifier design using a 2N3570 transistor. Matching is achieved with discrete components whose values are determined from the Smith chart plot.
then

\[ G = \frac{G_p}{G_o} = 2.713 = 4.334 \text{ db} \]

Now by computing the center

\[ r_{2\alpha} = \left[ \frac{G}{1 + D_2 G} \right] C_2^* = 0.781 \angle 33.851^\circ \]

and radius

\[ R_{2\alpha} = \frac{(1 - 2K|s_p s_q|G + |s_p s_q|^2 G^2)^{1/2}}{1 + D_2 G} = 0.136 \]

where

\[ D_2 = |s_2|^2 - |\Delta|^2 = 0.614 \]

a constant gain circle, which shows all loads for the output that yield a power gain of 10 db, can be constructed directly on the Smith chart on page 107. The \( R_{ML} \), picked in this example was 0.567 \( \angle 33.851^\circ \), and read off the Smith chart coordinates as 89.344 + j 83.177 ohms. The source reflection coefficient required with this load is

\[ R_{MS} = \left[ \frac{S_1 - R_{ML} \Delta}{1 - R_{ML} S_2} \right]^* = 0.276 \angle 93.329^\circ \]

Hence,

\[ Z_a = 41.682 + j 24.859 \text{ ohms} \]

Since \( K \) is greater than unity and \( B_1 \) is positive, unconditionality stability is assured for all loads.

**Alternate design**

When the value of \( K \) is less than unity, a load must be chosen to ensure stable operation of the amplifier. To accomplish this a stability circle is plotted on the Smith chart and examined to determine those loads that may cause oscillation. As long as a load is picked that does not fall in the area of the stability circle, stable operation is assured.

When \( K \) is less than unity, the gain of a potentially unstable device approaches infinity by definition. Therefore, equations 23, 25, and 27 cannot be used. Instead, a \( C_n \) must first be chosen and then the same procedure as used for \( K > 1 \) is followed.

The amplifier must be protected from oscillating by careful selection of the load impedance as demonstrated in this example.

Objective: Design an amplifier using a 2N3570 transistor that has a power gain of 12 db at 500 MHz. The bias conditions are \( V_{CE} = 10 \) volts and \( I_C = 4 \) milliamperes. The \( s \) parameters are

\[ s_1 = 0.385 \angle -55.0^\circ \]
\[ s_2 = 0.045 \angle 90.0^\circ \]
\[ s_3 = 2.700 \angle 78.0^\circ \]
\[ s_4 = 0.890 \angle -26.5^\circ \]

Solution: Compute the values of \( G \), \( R_{MS} \), and \( R_{ML} \).

\[ \Delta = s_1 s_2 - s_3 s_4 = 0.402 \angle -65.040^\circ \]
\[ C_1 = s_1 - \Delta s_2^* = 0.110 \angle -122.395^\circ \]
\[ B_1 = 1 + |s_1|^2 - |s_2|^2 - |\Delta|^2 = 0.195 \]
\[ C_2 = s_2 - \Delta s_1^* = 0.743 \angle -29.881^\circ \]
\[ B_2 = 1 + |s_1|^2 - |s_2|^2 - |\Delta|^2 = 1.483 \]
\[ D_2 = |s_2|^2 - |\Delta|^2 = 0.631 \]
\[ K = \frac{1 + |\Delta|^2 - |s_1|^2 - |s_2|^2}{2 |s_1| s_2} = 0.909 \]

\[ G = \frac{G_o}{G_p} = 2.174 \text{ or } 3.373 \text{ db} \]

Since \( K \) is less than unity it is necessary to pick a load that does not cause oscillation. To accomplish this, first consider a stability circle on the output plane. This circle has a center at

\[ r_{2\alpha} = \frac{C_2^*}{|s_2|^2 - |\Delta|^2} = 1.178 \angle 29.881^\circ \]

and a radius of

\[ R_{2\alpha} = \frac{|s_p s_q|}{|s_2|^2 - |\Delta|^2} = 0.193 \]

and is represented as the unstable region on the Smith chart on the previous page. As long as an output load is not picked that lies in the unstable region, stable operation is assured.

The constant gain circle that yields 12.0 db of power gain now has a center at

\[ r_{2\alpha} = \frac{G}{1 + D_2 G} C_2^* = 0.681 \angle 29.881^\circ \]

and a radius of

\[ R_{2\alpha} = \frac{(1 + 2K|s_p s_q|G + |s_p s_q|^2 G^2)^{1/2}}{1 + D_2 G} = 0.324 \]

By constructing this constant gain circle, an output load is again chosen. The \( R_{ML} \) chosen on the circle had a reflection coefficient of 0.357 \( \angle 29.881^\circ \), and was read off the Smith chart coordinates as 85.866 + j 35.063 ohms. The source reflection coefficient required for this load is

\[ R_{MS} = \left[ \frac{s_1 - R_{ML} \Delta}{1 - R_{ML} s_2} \right]^* = 0.373 \angle 64.457^\circ \]

Thus,

\[ Z_a = 52.654 + j 41.172 \text{ ohms} \]

Now a look at the stability circle plotted on the input plane is required to see if the value of \( R_{MS} \) assures stable operation. The circle on the input plane has a center at

\[ r_{1\alpha} = \frac{C_1^*}{|s_1|^2 - |\Delta|^2} = 8.372 \angle -57.605^\circ \]

and a radius of

\[ R_{1\alpha} = \frac{|s_p s_q|}{|s_1|^2 - |\Delta|^2} = 9.271 \]

Only a portion of the input stability circle is shown due to its size. The shaded area is unstable.

Since \( R_{MS} \) does not fall inside this circle and \( R_{ML} \) does not fall inside the output circle stable operation is assured.

The complete circuit, bottom of page 107, was
constructed from this data. Values for the matching components were obtained using the following procedure.

**Output circuit**

Step 1. Transform $R_{ML}$ to 50 ± jz ohms or 20 ± jb mmhos. Since individual components are used for matching it is necessary to convert $R_{ML}$ to its parallel equivalent circuit by adding $-180^\circ$ to a positive angle, or $+180^\circ$ to a negative angle.

Therefore,

$$R_{ML1} = 0.357 \angle -150.119^\circ$$

Using the formula

$$Y_L = \frac{1 + R_{ML1}}{1 - R_{ML1}} Y_0$$

where $Y_0 = 20$ mmhos

$$Y_L = 10 - j\,4.08\,\text{mmhos}$$

Converting the $Y_L$ admittance to an impedance yields $Z_L = 100 - j\,245\,\text{ohms}$.

Step 2. Compute the value for the capacitor from the relationship

$$X_c = \sqrt{(R_p - R_s)R_s}$$

where

- $R_p$ = real part of $Z_s = 84.7$ ohms
- $R_s$ = source impedance = 50 ohms

therefore,

$$X_c = \sqrt{2500} = 50$$

and

$$C_2 = \frac{1}{2\pi f X_c} = 6.38\,\text{pf}$$

Step 3. Compute $L_2$ from

$$X_{L2} = \frac{R_t^2 + Y_{C2}^2}{X_c} = \frac{(50)^2 + (41.6)^2}{41.6} = 102\,\text{ohms}$$

$$X_{LT} = \frac{(X_L)(X_{L2})}{(X_L)(X_{L2})} = 52.2\,\text{ohms}$$

where

- $X_L$ = imaginary part of $Z_L = 106.4\,\text{ohms}$

hence

$$L_2 = \frac{X_{LT}}{2\pi f} = 0.017\,\mu\text{h}$$

**Input circuit**

Step 1. Transform $R_{MS}$ to 50 ± jz ohms or 20 ± jb mmhos. To do so convert $R_{MS}$ to its parallel equivalent circuit by adding $-180^\circ$ to a positive angle, or $+180^\circ$ to a negative angle.

Therefore,

$$R_{MS1} = 0.373 \angle -115.543^\circ$$

Using the formula

$$Y_s = \frac{\left(1 + R_{MS}\right)}{\left(1 - R_{MS}\right)} Y_0$$

where $Y_0 = 20$ mmhos

Compute $Y_s$. Thus,

$$Y_s = 11.8 - j\,9.4\,\text{mmhos}$$

or

$$Z_s = 84.7 - j\,106.4\,\text{ohms}$$

Step 2. Compute $C_2$

$$X_{C2} = \sqrt{(R_p - R_s)R_s}$$

where

- $R_p$ = real part of $Z_s = 84.7$ ohms
- $R_s$ = source impedance = 50 ohms

Thus,

$$X_{C2} = 41.6\,\text{ohms}$$

and

$$C_2 = \frac{1}{2\pi f X_{C2}} = 7.66\,\text{pf}$$

Step 3. Compute $L_2$

$$X_{L2} = \frac{R_t^2 + Y_{C2}^2}{X_c} = \frac{(50)^2 + (41.6)^2}{41.6} = 102\,\text{ohms}$$

$$X_{LT} = \frac{(X_L)(X_{L2})}{(X_L)(X_{L2})} = 52.2\,\text{ohms}$$

where

- $X_L$ = imaginary part of $Z_L = 106.4\,\text{ohms}$

hence

$$L_2 = \frac{X_{LT}}{2\pi f} = 0.017\,\mu\text{h}$$

**Bandwidth**, the third important design factor, is dependent on the $Q$ of the circuit. There are no magic formulas for accurately predicting bandwidth in all cases. Many LC combinations provide the same complex impedance at the center frequency but yield different $Q$'s and bandwidths.

If the inherent bandwidth, $Q$, of a transistor loaded with a particular LC combination yields a bandwidth that is greater than desired, adding LC elements narrows the bandwidth and keeps the gain constant. But if the inherent bandwidth is narrower than desired, a gain reduction or different LC combination changes the bandwidth.

**The author**

William H. Froehner, who started working at TI in 1964, designs high frequency measurement and test equipment. In the last 18 months he has been applying the scattering parameter technique to design high frequency amplifiers.
SECTION VI

TWO-PORT POWER FLOW ANALYSIS USING GENERALIZED SCATTERING PARAMETERS

Dr. George Bodway's article, first published as an internal HP report in April, 1966, was the first analytical treatment on the practical characterization of active semiconductor devices with s parameters.

Dr. Bodway shows the relation between generalized s parameters and those measured on a transmission line system with a real characteristic impedance. He then shows how these s parameters are related to power gain, available power gain, and transducer power gain. Stability and constant gain circles are derived from the s parameters. Bodway then shows, both mathematically and graphically, how stability and gain are considered in amplifier design.
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INTRODUCTION

The difficulty of measuring the commonly accepted amplifier design parameters, such as the admittance or y parameters, increases rapidly as the frequency of interest is extended above 100 MHz. When the desired parameters must be referred either to a short or an open above 1000 MHz, a wideband measurement system becomes essentially impossible. A convenient way to overcome this problem is to refer the measurements to the characteristic impedance of a transmission line. A set of informative parameters which can readily be measured in terms of the traveling waves on a transmission line are the scattering or “s” parameters.

To illustrate the bandwidths possible, two measurement systems have been set up which measure the scattering parameters (amplitude and phase) without adjustments or calibrations of any kind (once the system is set up) over the frequency ranges 10 MHz to 3.0 GHz and 1.0 - 12.4 GHz.

There are then many advantages for having a design available in terms of the easily measured scattering parameters. One important advantage is that the matching networks are also measured in terms of scattering parameters, for reasons of simplicity at the lower frequencies, and at higher frequencies because of necessity. At microwave frequencies many of the passive elements in a design are open, shunted, or coupled sections of transmission line which can be represented as a reflection coefficient on a Smith Chart. Thus, the process of design is readily served by a procedure involving reflection coefficients rather than impedance. Having measured both the active device and associated passive elements in terms of one set of parameters, much feeling for the importance of each measured parameter would be lost by converting all the parameters to another set and proceeding with the design from there. Another significant advantage is in the resulting simplicity of understanding and the intuitive insight one may thus gain from a design based on the generalized scattering parameters. Because of this, the design method is being used at frequencies far below the microwave region. The reason for this simplicity is that the parameters used for the design are inherently power flow parameters.

This paper attempts to formulate a theory which can be simply applied to the measured s parameters in order to synthesize a desired power transfer versus frequency for a linear two port. In addition to obtaining and display-
fore the advantages of remote transmission techniques can be used to measure the properties of the network and determine the generalized scattering matrix.

The physical meaning of the power waves $a_i$, $b_i$ and the generalized parameters $s_{ij}$ are demonstrated by the following equations (Fig. 2). The results follow from Equation (1) and circuit relations indicated by Fig. 2.

$$a_i = 0$$ (4)

$$|b_i|^2 = |a_i|^2 \cdot |\text{Re} Z_e|$$

$$= P_a, \text{ for real part } Z_e \text{ positive}$$

$$= -P_a, \text{ for real part } Z_e \text{ negative}$$ (5)

where $P_a$ is the power delivered to the load.

$$|a_1|^2 = \frac{|E_1|^2}{4|\text{Re} Z_1|}$$

$$= P_a, \text{ for real part } Z_1 \text{ positive}$$

$$= P_e, \text{ for real part } Z_1 \text{ negative}$$ (6)

where $P_e$ is equal to the power available from the generator and $P_a$ is the exchangeable power of the generator,

$$|b_1|^2 = |a_1|^2 - \text{Re}(V_1 I_1^*)$$ (7)

Using the relations above for $|a_1|^2$ and $|b_1|^2$ the following significant and useful physical content of the generalized scattering parameters is evident. With the real part of $Z_1$ and $Z_2$ positive, the forward scattering parameter $|s_{11}|^2$ is identically equal to the transducer power gain of the network.

$$|s_{11}|^2 = \frac{|b_1|^2}{|a_1|^2} = \frac{P_L}{P_e} = G_T$$

$$= \text{transducer power gain}$$ (8)

When either the load or generator impedance consists of negative real parts, appropriate negative signs must be used. In the remainder of this paper (unless stated otherwise) we will assume that the real parts of $Z_1$ and $Z_2$ are positive, in order to keep the repetitions in bounds. Nevertheless negative real loads and generator impedances come up quite often such as when cascading potentially unstable stages and are treated in the same way.

Similarly we have

$$|s_{41}|^2 = \frac{\text{Power reflected from the input of the network}}{	ext{Power available from a generator at the input port}}$$ (9)

for the real part of $Z_4$ positive.

Placing the generator at the output port, we observe that

$$|s_{21}|^2 = \text{reverse transducer power gain}$$ (10)

and

$$|s_{22}|^2 = \frac{\text{Power reflected from the output of the device}}{	ext{Power available from a generator at the output port}}$$ (11)

where

$$P_{\text{reflected}} = P_a - P_{\text{delivered to the network}}$$ (12)

To repeat, for "positive real" load and generator impedances, $|s_{11}|^2$ and $|s_{22}|^2$ are the forward and reverse transducer power gains, while $|s_{12}|^2$ and $|s_{21}|^2$ express the difference between power available from a generator and that which is delivered to the network normalized to the power available from the generator.

In addition to the transducer power gain $|s_{21}|^2$, there are two other useful measures of power flow for a two port network; these are given by

$$G = \frac{\text{Power delivered to load}}{\text{Power into two port}} = \frac{|s_{11}|^2}{1 - |s_{11}|^2}$$ (13)

and

$$G_T = \frac{\text{Power available at the output}}{\text{Power available from the generator}} = \frac{|s_{21}|^2}{1 - |s_{21}|^2}$$ (14)

Because of the close relationship between power flow and the general-

* The word "generalized" will be deleted, but is to be understood throughout the remainder of the paper.
In the given context, two sets of equations are presented for the stability analysis of a two-port network. The first set of equations is:

\[
\begin{align*}
S_{11}' &= \frac{A_1^* \left[ (1 - r_2 s_{22}) (s_{11} - r_1) \right]}{A_1 \left[ (1 - r_2 s_{22}) (1 - r_2 s_{22}) - r_1 r_2 s_{12} s_{21} \right]} \\
S_{12}' &= \frac{A_2^*}{A_1} \left[ 1 - s_{11}^{-1} \right] - r_1 r_2 s_{12} s_{21} \\
S_{21}' &= \frac{A_1^*}{A_2} \left[ 1 - s_{21}^{-1} \right] - r_1 r_2 s_{12} s_{21} \\
S_{22}' &= \frac{A_2^*}{A_2} \left[ (1 - r_2 s_{22}) (s_{12} - r_2) + r_1 r_2 s_{12} s_{21} \right] \\
\end{align*}
\]

where

\[
A_1 = \frac{(1 - r_1^{-1})}{(1 - |r_1|^2)^{1/2}}
\]

and

\[
r_1 = \frac{Z_1' - Z_1}{Z_1' + Z_1^*}
\]

The three forms of power gain can now be expressed in terms of a given set of scattering parameters (s) and arbitrary load and generator impedances.*

The question of stability must be investigated at all frequencies of course, but design for a specific gain or amplifier response versus frequency is usually required over some more restricted frequency range. If this

specific range is restricted to absolute stability, then the design is simplified substantially. However, this in turn severely restricts the potential usefulness of the device. The two alternative considerations, for potentially unstable frequency ranges, offer increased potential use for a given device. They also necessitate a corresponding increase in the complexity of the design. The information we desire concerning stability can then be summarized as follows. It is necessary to know over what frequency ranges the two port is potentially unstable; and in those frequency ranges where the device is potentially unstable, we desire information about which loads and generator impedances provide stable operation. The answers to these questions are approached by considering Equations (15) and (18) with \( r_1 = 0 \) and \( r_2 \) as a variable.

Consideration of Equation (18) shows that if \( |s_{22}| > 1 \), then any passive \( r_2 \) still gives \( s_{22}^* > 1 \) and the network is potentially unstable for all loads \( r_2 \) and the given \( r_1 \). Stability with respect to the output port will be attained by insuring that the positive real part of \( r_2 \) is greater than the negative real part of the output impedance. For the condition \( |s_{12}| < 1 \), the magnitude of \( s_{22}^* \) is less than one for a passive \( r_2 \).

Consideration of Equation (15) shows that the whole \( r_2 \)-plane can be separated into two regions, one for which the input impedance is positive real and a second for which the input is negative real. The regions can be located by requiring \( |s_{11}| \) to be less than one. The solution for \( r_2 \) separating the two regions, is given by the equation of a circle in the \( r_2 \) plane where the center and radius of the circle are

\[
r_2 = \frac{C_{21} s_{21}}{|s_{11}|^2 - |\Delta|^2}
\]

respectively, and \( C_2 = s_{22} - \Delta s_{21} \).

An example of the stable and potentially unstable regions is indicated in Fig. 3 where the shaded part or inside of the circle corresponds to those loads which provide a negative real input impedance. The region of the \( r_2 \) plane which provides a positive real input impedance is obtained as follows; if the input impedance is positive real with \( r_2 = 0 \), and if the circle includes the origin, then the inside of the circle indicates a positive real input impedance; whereas if the circle excludes the origin, then the inside of the circle indicates a negative real input. If the input is negative real with \( r_2 = 0 \), then the converse is true.

In the same manner the load can be assumed fixed and the stability investigated as a function of \( r_1 \). The same results are obtained with a corresponding stability circle defined by Equations (27) and (28) with \( r_2 \) replaced with ones.

* The generator \( r_1 \) and load \( r_2 \) are assumed positive real in Equations (21) through (23). For negative real loads or generators appropriate negative signs are required.
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The circles defined by Equations (27), (28) and corresponding equation for the input plane \( \tau_1 \) were obtained by setting \( \tau_1 = 0 \) and \( \tau_2 = 0 \) respectively. A simple intuitive argument can show that the circle in the \( \tau_2 \) plane is invariant to \( \tau_1 \), and the circle in the \( \tau_1 \) plane is invariant to changes in \( \tau_2 \). In particular, if the input impedance is positive real, then the input reflection coefficient has a magnitude less than one; if the input impedance is negative real, the input reflection coefficient will have a magnitude greater than one; both statements are obviously independent of the generator impedance, as long as it is positive real. The converse is true if the generator impedance is negative real.

The condition for a two port to be absolutely stable can now be obtained. A two port network is absolutely stable if there exists no passive load or generator impedance which will cause the circuit to oscillate. This is equivalent to requiring the two stable regions to lie outside the unit circles in the \( \tau_1 \) and \( \tau_2 \) planes when the origins are stable. This is satisfied if

\[
|s_{21} - |s_{21}|| > 1 \tag{29}
\]

\[
|s_{22} - |s_{22}|| > 1 \tag{30}
\]

and

\[
|s_{22}| < 1
\]

The stability circles would normally be superimposed on the generator \( \tau_1 \) and load \( \tau_2 \) planes, upon which the constant gain circles have already been constructed. The three different degrees of stability are then easily distinguished: first, if the two unstable regions lie outside the unit circles, the device is unconditionally stable; second, if the unstable regions lie inside the unit circles, but all load and generator impedances are chosen to lie outside these two regions, the device is then unconditionally stable; and third, if the two unstable regions are in one or both stable regions. Then the condition for stability is that the negative real input or output impedances exist, and it is necessary to make sure the positive real load and/or generator impedance is sufficiently positive real to insure a stable system.

It is also appropriate to point out at this time that the section on stability can quite readily be used to design oscillators.

**CONJUGATE MATCHED TWO PORT**

The load and generator impedance which simultaneously conjugate match-ness a two port can be expressed in terms of the s parameters by solving the pair of equations which result when \( |s_{11}'| \) and \( |s_{22}'| \) are both set equal to zero.*

The solution of this pair of equations for \( \tau_1 \) and \( \tau_2 \) provides the load and generator impedances \( r_{m1} \) and \( r_{m2} \) which will simultaneously match both the input and output ports.

\[
r_{m1} = C_1 \frac{B_1 + \sqrt{B_1^2 - 4|C_1|^2}}{2|C_1|^2} \tag{42}
\]

\[
r_{m2} = C_2 \frac{B_2 + \sqrt{B_2^2 - 4|C_2|^2}}{2|C_2|^2} \tag{43}
\]

where

\[
B_1 = 1 + |s_{11}|^2 - |s_{22}|^2 - |\Delta|^2
\]

\[
C_1 = s_{11} - \Delta s_{22}
\]

\[
B_2 = 1 + |s_{22}|^2 - |s_{11}|^2 - |\Delta|^2
\]

\[
C_2 = s_{22} - \Delta s_{11}
\]

Equations (42) and (43) give two solutions for \( r_{m1} \) and two for \( r_{m2} \). Considering the ith load if \( C_1 = 0 \) is larger than unity, then one solution will have a magnitude less than unity and the other will have a magnitude larger than unity. The \( r_{m1} \) which has a magnitude less than one is obtained from Equations (42) and (43) using the plus sign for \( B_1 \) negative and the minus sign for \( B_2 \) positive.

On the other hand if \( \frac{B_1}{2C_1} < 1 \), then both solutions will have a magnitude equal to unity.

The condition \( \frac{B_1}{2C_1} > 1 \) can be expressed as

\[
|K| > 1 \tag{44}
\]

where

\[
K = \frac{1 + |\Delta|^2 - |s_{11}|^2 - |s_{22}|^2}{2|s_{12}|^2 - |s_{22}|^2} \tag{45}
\]

The two solutions for \( r_{m1} \) and the two for \( r_{m2} \) result in two pairs of solutions for a load and generator which simultaneously match the two port network.

The simultaneously matching pairs can be summarized as follows: for \( |K| < 1 \) both generator and load for each pair have a magnitude equal to one; for \( |K| > 1 \) and \( K \) positive then one solution has both \( r_{m1} \) and \( r_{m2} \) less.

* The matched generator and load can also be obtained readily from \( G_A(r_{m}) = 0 \) and \( G(r_{m}) = 0 \).
parameters by

\[ K = \frac{2(\text{Re}h_{21}) \text{Re}(h_{22}) - \text{Re}(h_{12}h_{21})}{|h_{12}h_{21}|} \]

\[ = k^r = C^{-1} \text{ (Linville factor)} \] (47)

If \( |K| > 1 \) then

\[ |s_{21}|^2 = \frac{|s_{21}|}{|s_{12}|} |(K \pm \sqrt{K^2 - 1})| \] (48)

\[ |s_{12}|^2 = \frac{|s_{12}|}{|s_{21}|} |(K \pm \sqrt{K^2 - 1})| \] (49)

where the plus sign applies when \( B_i \) is negative and the minus sign occurs when \( B_i \) is positive.

The physical significance of \( K \) is stressed by repeating that \( C^{-1} = k = K > 1 \) is the condition that a two port can be simultaneously matched by a positive real generator and load. This is only a necessary condition for absolute stability. A necessary and sufficient condition for absolute stability is \( K > 1 \) and \( B_i \) positive.

**POWER FLOW**

**Unilateral Case**

In this section the feedback term \( s_{12} \) is assumed to be sufficiently small in some sense so that we can set it equal to zero. The sense of being small is defined later in terms of a transducer power gain error which results when using the unilateral design.

For \( s_{12} = 0 \) we obtain the following equation for \( G_t \)

\[ |s_{21}|^2 = |s_{21}|^2 \left| \frac{1}{|s_{12}|} \right|^2 \left| \frac{1}{|s_{12}|} \right|^2 \]

\[ = G_0 \cdot G_1 \cdot G_2 \] (31)

\( G_0 \) is the transducer power gain given by the original \( s_{12} \) parameters (for example the measured \( G_t \)). \( G_1 \) and \( G_2 \) are contributions to the transducer power gain due to changes in generator and loads respectively.

If \( |s_{12}| \) and \( |s_{21}| \) are less than one, then Equation (31) attains a finite maximum at \( r_1 = s_{12}^* \) and \( r_2 = s_{12} \) which is given by

\[ |s_{21}|^2_{\text{max}} = \frac{|s_{21}|^2}{\left| \frac{1}{|s_{12}|} \right|^2 \left| \frac{1}{|s_{12}|} \right|^2} = M.A.G. = G_u \] (32)

Equation (32) can be expressed in

\[ \text{with a positive real generator and load* is therefore given by} \]

\[ K > 1 \] (46)

Equation (45) for \( K \) is invariant to changes in load and generator impedance, and is given in terms of the

\* The conditions under which a two port can be simultaneously matched were given previously in Reference 1.
terms of the \( h \) parameters. The equivalent expression is

\[
|s_{11}'|_{\text{max}}^2 = \frac{|h_{21}|^2}{4 \left( \text{Re } h_{11} \right) \left( \text{Re } h_{22} \right)}
\]

(33)

In addition to Equation (32) for \( G_m \), we also desire the gain for conditions other than that of conjugate match. The behavior of \( G_m \) versus \( r_1 \) can be obtained by letting

\[
G_1 = \frac{1 - |r_1|^2}{1 - r_1 |s_{11}'|^2} \text{ constant}
\]

(34)

and solving for \( r_1 \). At this point it is convenient to break the discussion into two sections, Case 1, in which \( |s_{11}'| < 1 \) and Case 2, in which \( |s_{11}'| > 1 \).

**Case 1**

In this case the resulting expression for \( r_1 \), the reflection coefficient of the generator impedance with respect to the complex conjugate of the reference impedance,* is an equation of a circle on a Smith Chart. The centers of the circles for different gains are located on a line through the origin and \( s_{11}' \). The circle at \( r_1 = s_{11}' \) of course reduces to a single point. The location of the center of the circle and the radius of the circle are given by \( r_{01} \) and \( \rho_{01} \) respectively. A circle of constant gain also corresponds to an input reflection coefficient \( s_{11}' \) of constant magnitude.

Defining a normalized gain

\[
g_1 = \frac{G_1}{G_{1 \text{ max}}} = G_1 (1 - |s_{11}'|^2)
\]

(35)

the center and radius of each circle and the magnitude of the corresponding reflection coefficient \( |s_{11}'|^2 \) for a constant \( g_1 \) is given by

\[
r_{01} = \frac{g_1 |s_{11}'|}{1 - |s_{11}'|^2 (1 - g_1)} = \text{center}
\]

(36)

\[
\rho_{01} = \frac{(1 - g_1)^{1/2} (1 - |s_{11}'|^2)}{1 - |s_{11}'|^2 (1 - g_1)} = \text{radius}
\]

\[
|s_{11}'| = (1 - g_1)^{1/2}
\]

where \( 0 < g_1 = \frac{G_1}{G_{1 \text{ max}}} < 1 \).

Circles of constant \( g_1 \) are illustrated in Fig. 4. The circle which goes through the origin is always the zero decibel circle for \( G_1 \). In other words, inside this circle \( G_1 > 1 \), and outside \( G_1 < 1 \).

**Case 2**

If values of \( |s_{11}'| > 1 \) are encountered when measuring a transistor it is convenient to place \((s_{11}' \text{ }^{-1})^* \) on a Smith Chart with a dotted line where \(|s_{11}'| > 1 \), and \( s_{11}' \) with a solid line for the ranges where \(|s_{11}'| < 1 \). Where the dotted line occurs the resistance is now read off as negative resistance. In both cases the reactive part is read off as given on the Smith Chart. As we shall see this achieves two objectives. For one, it makes the curves for the device continuous on the inside of the Smith Chart; second, it makes the design for Case 2 correspond very closely to that of Case 1. A Smith Chart plot for \( s_{11}' > 1 \) is given in Fig. 5 for a microwave transistor.

The contribution to the total transducer power gain provided by \( G_1 \) is again given by Equation (34).

The location and radii of constant gain circles, as well as the corresponding \( |s_{11}'|^2 \), are given again by Equation (36) except that now

\[
-\infty < g < 0
\]

(37)

and the maximum gain \( G_{1 \text{ max}} \) is now infinite at

\[
r_1 = \left( \frac{(s_{11}' \text{ }^{-1})^*}{s_{11}' \text{ }^{-1}} \right) = s_{11}'^{-2}
\]

(38)

As mentioned earlier, it is desirable to know in what sense \( s_{12} \) is small, or how adequate the unilateral design is. The actual transducer power gain \( |s_{21}'|^2 \text{ }_{\text{true}} \) is given by

\[
|s_{21}'|^2 \text{ }_{\text{true}} = \frac{|s_{21}'|^2}{1 - |x|^2}
\]

(39)

where

\[
x = \frac{r_1 f_2 s_{12} s_{21}}{(1 - r_1 s_{11}) \left( 1 - r_2 s_{22} \right)}
\]

The ratio of the true gain to the unilateral gain is bounded by

\[
\frac{1}{1 + |x|^2} < \frac{|s_{21}'|^2}{|s_{21}'|^2 \text{ }_{\text{true}}} < \frac{1}{1 - |x|^2}
\]

(40)

We can define a unilateral figure of merit \( u \) where

\[
u = \frac{|s_{21}'|^2}{|s_{21}'|^2 \text{ }_{\text{true}}} < \frac{1}{1 - |s_{11}'|^2}
\]

(41)

\( u \) has the following physical significance for \( |s_{11}'| \) and \( |s_{22}'| \) less than one. The ratio of the actual transducer power gain to the transducer power gain obtained by the unilateral design

* From now on \( r_1 \) will simply be called the generator and the load. The actual load and generator impedance are given by Equation (20).

---

Fig. 7 — Return loss circles indicating constant gains \( G_{1m} \) or \( G_{2m} \) as a function of \( r_{1m} \) or \( r_{2m} \) respectively.
is bounded by \( \frac{1}{|1-u|^2} \) and \( \frac{1}{|1+u|^2} \) for any generator and load impedance which have a magnitude equal to or less than \( |s_{11}| \) and \( |s_{22}| \) respectively.

**Transducer Power Gain, Power Gain and Available Power Gain Referred to Matched Generator and Load**

If \(|K|\) is greater than one, a particularly simple design procedure will evolve because the number of scattering parameters which occur in Equations (15) through (18) is reduced from four to two by definition. With matched load and generator impedances on the network, the matched scattering parameters \( s^m \) are given by \( s_{11} = s_{22} = 0 \) and

\[
s_{12} = \frac{(A_{2}^m)\ast}{A_1^m} \left[ (1 - r_{12}^m) \left( \frac{1}{1 - |r_{12}^m|^2} \right) \right]
\]

\[
s_{21} = \frac{(A_{2}^m)\ast}{A_2} \left[ (1 - r_{21}^m) \left( \frac{1}{1 - |r_{21}^m|^2} \right) \right]
\]

where \( r_{12}^m \) and \( r_{21}^m \) were given previously by Equations (42) and (43).

The scattering parameters \( s^t \) can now be expressed as a function of arbitrary load and generator impedances \( r_{12}^m \) and \( r_{21}^m \) which are referred to the matched impedances \( r_{12}^m \) and \( r_{21}^m \).

\[
r_{12}^m = \frac{Z_{12}^m - Z_{m1}}{Z_{12}^m + Z_{m1}}
\]

\[
r_{21}^m = \frac{Z_{21}^m - Z_{m2}}{Z_{21}^m + Z_{m2}}
\]

\( Z_{m1} \) is equal to the matched generator impedance, and \( Z_{m2} \) is the matched load impedance. On a Smith Chart \( Z_{12}^m \) is obtained from \( r_{12}^m \) by reading off the coordinates, multiplying by the real part of \( Z_{m1} \), and adding the imaginary part of \( Z_{m1} \), in particular.

\[
Z_{12}^m = r_{12}^m + \frac{i}{Y_{m1}X_{12}^m}
\]

where \( r \) and \( x \) are the Smith Chart coordinates. The constant conductance and reactance coordinates of the Smith Chart are still preserved in \( Z_{12}^m \).

The new \( s^t \) parameters for arbitrary load and generator are now given by

\[
s_{12}^t = \frac{(A_{2}^t)\ast}{A_{1}^t} \left[ (1 - r_{12}^t) \left( \frac{1}{1 - |r_{12}^t|^2} \right) \right]
\]

\[
s_{21}^t = \frac{(A_{2}^t)\ast}{A_{2}^t} \left[ (1 - r_{21}^t) \left( \frac{1}{1 - |r_{21}^t|^2} \right) \right]
\]

\( A_{1}^t \) and \( A_{2}^t \) are the transfer functions of the system. The new set of scattering parameters for the matched input is now

\[
s_{12}^t = \frac{(A_{2}^t)\ast}{A_1^t} \left[ (1 - r_{12}^m) \left( \frac{1}{1 - |r_{12}^m|^2} \right) \right]
\]

\[
s_{21}^t = \frac{(A_{2}^t)\ast}{A_2} \left[ (1 - r_{21}^m) \left( \frac{1}{1 - |r_{21}^m|^2} \right) \right]
\]

\( A_{1}^t \) and \( A_{2}^t \) are the transfer functions of the system. The new set of scattering parameters for the matched input is now

\[s_{12}^t = \frac{(A_{2}^t)\ast}{A_1^t} \left[ (1 - r_{12}^m) \left( \frac{1}{1 - |r_{12}^m|^2} \right) \right]
\]

\[s_{21}^t = \frac{(A_{2}^t)\ast}{A_2} \left[ (1 - r_{21}^m) \left( \frac{1}{1 - |r_{21}^m|^2} \right) \right]
\]

\( A_{1}^t \) and \( A_{2}^t \) are the transfer functions of the system. The new set of scattering parameters for the matched input is now

\[s_{12}^t = \frac{(A_{2}^t)\ast}{A_1^t} \left[ (1 - r_{12}^m) \left( \frac{1}{1 - |r_{12}^m|^2} \right) \right]
\]

\[s_{21}^t = \frac{(A_{2}^t)\ast}{A_2} \left[ (1 - r_{21}^m) \left( \frac{1}{1 - |r_{21}^m|^2} \right) \right]
\]

\( A_{1}^t \) and \( A_{2}^t \) are the transfer functions of the system. The new set of scattering parameters for the matched input is now

\[s_{12}^t = \frac{(A_{2}^t)\ast}{A_1^t} \left[ (1 - r_{12}^m) \left( \frac{1}{1 - |r_{12}^m|^2} \right) \right]
\]

\[s_{21}^t = \frac{(A_{2}^t)\ast}{A_2} \left[ (1 - r_{21}^m) \left( \frac{1}{1 - |r_{21}^m|^2} \right) \right]
\]

\( A_{1}^t \) and \( A_{2}^t \) are the transfer functions of the system. The new set of scattering parameters for the matched input is now

\[s_{12}^t = \frac{(A_{2}^t)\ast}{A_1^t} \left[ (1 - r_{12}^m) \left( \frac{1}{1 - |r_{12}^m|^2} \right) \right]
\]

\[s_{21}^t = \frac{(A_{2}^t)\ast}{A_2} \left[ (1 - r_{21}^m) \left( \frac{1}{1 - |r_{21}^m|^2} \right) \right]
\]

\( A_{1}^t \) and \( A_{2}^t \) are the transfer functions of the system. The new set of scattering parameters for the matched input is now

\[s_{12}^t = \frac{(A_{2}^t)\ast}{A_1^t} \left[ (1 - r_{12}^m) \left( \frac{1}{1 - |r_{12}^m|^2} \right) \right]
\]

\[s_{21}^t = \frac{(A_{2}^t)\ast}{A_2} \left[ (1 - r_{21}^m) \left( \frac{1}{1 - |r_{21}^m|^2} \right) \right]
\]

\( A_{1}^t \) and \( A_{2}^t \) are the transfer functions of the system. The new set of scattering parameters for the matched input is now

\[s_{12}^t = \frac{(A_{2}^t)\ast}{A_1^t} \left[ (1 - r_{12}^m) \left( \frac{1}{1 - |r_{12}^m|^2} \right) \right]
\]

\[s_{21}^t = \frac{(A_{2}^t)\ast}{A_2} \left[ (1 - r_{21}^m) \left( \frac{1}{1 - |r_{21}^m|^2} \right) \right]
\]
\[ |s_{21}'| = G_m G_{12m} G_{23m} \]  

Equation (68)

\[ G_m = |s_{21}|^2 = |K_m| |s_{51}^*| |s_{51}| \]

Equation (69)

\[ G_{12m} = (1 - |r_{1m}|^2)^2 \]

Equation (70)

\[ G_{23m} = (1 - |r_{3m}|^2)^2 \]

Equation (71)

\[ G_{12m} = \frac{1}{|1 - r_{1m} r_{3m} K_m|^2} \]

Equation (72)

Equations (70) and (71) simply represent constant return loss circles on the \( r_{1m} \) and \( r_{3m} \) planes and are therefore universal (Fig. 7). Constant gain circles represented by Equation (72) are given in Fig. 8 where the position from the origin is given by \( f = r_{1m} r_{3m} K_m \).

For \( |K| < 1 \) the transducer power gain can still be given by the universal curves of Figs. 7 and 8. To accomplish this, the scattering parameters are normalized to \( r_1 = s_{11}^* \) and \( r_2 = s_{22}^* \). The transducer power gain is then given by the product of four terms similar to Equation (68). The vector \( f \) to be used in Fig. 8 is now the sum of three terms.

Constant power gain and available power gain circles are given in the next section for any value of \( |K| \) including \( |K| < 1 \).

**Power Gain and Available Power Gain in General Case**

A constant power gain \( G \) and available power gain \( G_a \), Equations (22) and (23), give the equation of a circle on the \( r_1 \) and \( r_2 \) planes respectively.

Equations (22) and (23) can be expressed as

\[ G = |s_{21}|^2 g_s \]

Equation (73)

\[ G_A = |s_{21}|^2 g_s \]

Equation (74)

where

\[ g_s = \frac{1 - |r_3|^2}{|1 - |s_{11}|^2 + |s_{32}|^2|^2} (|s_{21}|^2 - |\Delta|^2) - 2 \text{Re} r_3 C_2 \]

Equation (75)


\[ r_s = \left( \frac{g_s}{1 + D_s g_s} \right) C_4^* \]

Equation (76)

\[ g_{20} = \frac{1}{|s_{12}|} \left( K \pm \sqrt{K^2 - 1} \right) \]

Equation (77)

respectively, where

\[ D_s = |s_{32}|^2 - |\Delta|^2 \]

Equation (78)

For \( g_2 \rightarrow \infty \) the radius \( r_s \) and location of a constant gain circle for \( g_s \) is given by

\[ \rho_s = \frac{(1 - 2K|s_{12}|^2 g_s + |s_{22}|^2 |s_{21}|^2 g_s^2) / 2}{(1 + D_s g_s)} \]

Equation (79)

Fig. 9 — The six possible locations for the instability circle in the output plane. The shaded regions indicate the values of \( r_3 \) which provide a negative real input impedance for \( |s_{32}| < 1 \). Also indicated on the figures are the signs of the power gain in the various regions. The circles of equal size for all cases are the unit circles (inside the Smith chart) for \( r_3 \); outside of this circle \( r_3 \) is negative real and inside positive real.

9(A) Input unconditionally stable; simultaneous matched load positive real. \( |s_{32}| < 1 \); \( k > 1 \); \( D_2 \) positive; \( k_m < 1 \).

9(B) Input potentially unstable; simultaneous matched loads positive real. \( |s_{32}| < 1 \); \( k > 1 \); \( D_2 \) positive; \( k_m > 1 \).

9(C) Input potentially unstable. \( |s_{32}| = 1 \); \( |k| < 1 \); \( D_2 \) negative.

9(A') Input unconditionally stable; simultaneous matched load positive real. \( |s_{32}| < 1 \); \( k > 1 \); \( D_2 \) negative; \( k_m < 1 \).

9(B') Input potentially unstable; simultaneous matched loads positive real. \( |s_{32}| < 1 \); \( k > 1 \); \( D_2 \) negative; \( k_m > 1 \).

9(C') Input potentially unstable. \( |s_{32}| = 1 \); \( |k| < 1 \); \( D_2 \) negative.

It is very informative at this time to give the six different possible locations for the stability circles, since their location indicates the general nature of the constant gain circles. Fig. 9 corresponds to an \( |s_{11}| < 1 \). If \( |s_{11}| > 1 \), then the shaded and unshaded regions simply change roles. The primed and unprimed cases are physically the same and just correspond to a positive or negative \( D_2 \). The three pairs of cases correspond to these separate physical situations: In case A the device is unconditionally stable, the matched loads...
are positive real and \( g_{20} \) is a maximum gain; for case B the loads are positive real but the device is potentially unstable and \( g_{20} \) is a minimum gain; the third case C corresponds to a potentially unstable device and also to the situation where the matched loads are pure imaginary and \( g_{20} \) is complex.

The sign of \( G \) is also given in Fig. 9 for the different regions. Equations (22) and (23) are valid for \( |r_2| < 1 \) and \( |r_2| < 1 \) only and it is necessary to return to the original definition to obtain the correct signs.

If \( |K| > 1 \) (case A, B) then constant power gain circles can be obtained from the previous section without having to calculate their radii and location, but if \( |K| < 1 \) (case C) that procedure fails and it is necessary to use Equations (75) and (76).

An example of the constant gain circles for both case B' and C is given in Figs. 10 and 11.

As indicated previously, to realize \( (G_1 = G) \), it is necessary to place the proper generator impedance on the input for each \( r_2 \). The proper value is given by

\[
r_1^* = \frac{r_{11} - r_2}{1 - r_2 s_{22}}
\]

(79)

CONCLUSION

It has been shown that a two port can be analyzed completely in terms of an easily measured set of parameters, "the generalized scattering parameters." In the first section the generalized scattering parameters were presented and fundamental power flow relations developed. In the section on power flow, an analysis of power flow was given for the case when \( s_{21} \) is sufficiently small so that it can be neglected and the unilateral design is formulated. This leads to the case in which \( s_{21} \) is not assumed zero and general power flow relations are obtained and displayed in a unique and very informative graphical form. Closely tied to power flow are questions of stability which are also thoroughly discussed.

The potential use of these parameters has only been touched on; some work that is under way deals with the set of equations similar to Equations (26) - (29) for a three port network. For example, a transistor which has \( Z_0 \) on all three leads can be defined by an easily measured (3 x 3) matrix. From these original 9 values all 12 s parameters for any two port configuration is given by a single equation using different sets of 4 of the original 9 matrix elements.

Possibly more important is the fact that the two port parameters for any configuration and a common lead feedback, are also then given by an equation of the same form but which includes the feedback impedance.

The practical use of the measurement system also seems unlimited.
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SECTION VII

CIRCUIT DESIGN AND CHARACTERIZATION OF TRANSISTORS BY MEANS OF THREE-PORT SCATTERING PARAMETERS

This article defines the three-port parameters of a transistor with or without arbitrary terminations in the transistor leads. Dr. Bodway then relates the three-port parameters to the more familiar two-port parameters for common emitter, base, and collector. He next shows that all the two-port equations have a similar form and can be mapped into constant gain circles on a Smith Chart. The variation of two-port parameters, specifically for a common emitter configuration, is analyzed with respect to series or shunt feedback. Finally, he describes the equipment used to measure three parameters of transistor chips.
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CIRCUIT DESIGN AND CHARACTERIZATION OF TRANSISTORS BY MEANS OF THREE-PORT SCATTERING PARAMETERS

GEORGE E. BODWAY
Hewlett-Packard Co.
Palo Alto, California

INTRODUCTION
There are two requirements for the effective use of transistors, solid-state devices, and passive components. First, their characteristics must be precisely measured; second, a design capability must exist in terms of the measured quantities. Scattering (s) parameters satisfy these requirements from both a measurement and design point of view. They are particularly useful in the microwave frequency range.

Ordinarily, s-parameters of an active three-terminal device are determined by two-port measurements, connecting the common lead to ground. Unfortunately, the physical length between the device and the ground plane usually introduces a serious parasitic common-lead inductance, especially if the spacings are made large enough to obtain a very accurate 50-ohm system. The same reason that scattering parameters are measured at high frequencies (i.e., because accurate shorts and opens are difficult to achieve at these frequencies) necessitates measuring three-terminal parameters and thus, reducing considerably the errors due to this parasitic common-lead inductance.

Three-port admittance or impedance transistor parameters have been discussed before, but they have never been as useful or as desirable as the three-terminal scattering parameters at microwave frequencies. When making three-port measurements, all three ports are terminated with 50 ohms. Bringing three 50-ohm transmission lines up to the device eliminates the common-lead inductance, ensures accurate reference planes, and results in a very stable measurement system. (Four-port measurements can be made in the same way for IC transistors where the substrate is the fourth terminal.) A 50-ohm termination also approximates the final circuit environment more closely at microwave frequencies than the open or short terminations required by h, y, or z parameters.

This paper discusses the theory of three-port scattering parameters and shows how previously complicated design procedures can be performed very simply in these terms. For example, all of the two-port parameters in any common configuration (CB, CE, CC) with any series feedback and any shunt feedback can be determined by using one single transformation and one matrix transformation. The two-port parameters with series feedback are related to the 9 measured quantities by 12 equations all identical in form, that is, the equations look alike. They only use different variables and consequently, only one equation has to be solved. Having only one equation to solve has been a tremendous help in tying a small desk top computer into the measurement system for instantaneous device characterizations and circuit design.

THREE-PORT SCATTERING PARAMETERS
Parameters for the three terminals of a transistor are shown schematically in Fig. 1, where the three terminals are all referred to a common ground. The incident and reflected power waves can be represented by the three-port scattering matrix

\[
\begin{bmatrix}
    b_1 \\
    b_2 \\
    b_3
\end{bmatrix}
=
\begin{bmatrix}
    s_{11} & s_{12} & s_{13} \\
    s_{21} & s_{22} & s_{23} \\
    s_{31} & s_{32} & s_{33}
\end{bmatrix}
\begin{bmatrix}
    a_1 \\
    a_2 \\
    a_3
\end{bmatrix}
\]

where \[s_{ij}\] ≠ j represents the transducer power gain from port j to port i, and \[s_{ii}\] represents the available generator power that is reflected from the device at the i\textsuperscript{th} port.*

The measured parameters are referred to the characteristic impedance of the three transmission lines that terminate the device. To be of universal use, the parameters for arbitrary termination of the transistor leads are required as a function of these arbitrary terminations and the original measured parameters and arbitrary reference impedances. The expression for the new scattering parameters is given by

\[S' = A^\dagger (S - \Gamma^\dagger) (1 - \Gamma S)^{-1} A\]

where

\[A_1 = \frac{(1 - r_i)\Gamma_i}{1 - r_i}\]

\[A_i = (1 - r_i\Gamma_i)^{-1/2}\]

\[r_i = \frac{Z_i - Z_0}{Z_0 + Z_i}\]

\[\Gamma_i = r_i\]

\[A_i^\dagger, \Gamma_i^\dagger = \text{transpose of the diagonal matrices A, \Gamma, respectively.}\]

The new scattering parameters in terms of the original parameters and arbitrary reference impedances are given by

\[s'_{11} = A_1^\dagger \frac{A_1}{D A_1} \left\{ (s_{11} - r_i\Gamma_i) \Delta_{23} + r_2S_{25}S_{35} (1 - r_5s_{25}) + r_5S_{25}S_{35} + s_7S_{15}s_{25} \right\}
+ r_5S_{15}s_{25} (1 - r_5s_{25})\]

* For a detailed consideration of the physical interpretation of \[s_{ij}\], see References 2, 3 and 4.
\[ s_{12}' = \frac{A_2^*}{D A_1} (1 - |r_1|^2) \left[ s_{12} (1 - r_3 s_{32}) + r_4 s_{12} s_{32} \right] \]

where
\[ D = 1 - r_1 s_{11} - r_2 s_{22} - r_3 s_{33} + r_1 r_2 (s_{12} s_{22} - s_{13} s_{23}) + r_1 r_3 (s_{12} s_{33} - s_{13} s_{23}) + r_2 r_3 (s_{22} s_{33} - s_{23} s_{32}) \]
\[ \Delta_{33} = s_{22} s_{33} - s_{23} s_{32} \]

The other seven expressions are obtained by exchanging the indices on the above equations.

Although the set of equations represented by (4) and (5) can be used for computer analysis, it is unwieldy to manipulate and does not convey very much insight into what is taking place. A far more useful and rewarding approach has been to leave two of the ports terminated by \( Z_0 \) and allow the third port to be arbitrarily terminated. The two-port parameters are obtained in this manner by treating the common lead as arbitrarily terminated in a series impedance different than \( Z_0 \). The maximum available gain, isolation, stability and other characteristics are simply related to the two-port parameters and thus, can be evaluated as a function of this series lead impedance.

To avoid any confusion with indices, an obvious convention has been adopted for labeling the three-port scattering parameters for a transistor:

\[ s = \begin{bmatrix} s_{bb} & s_{be} & s_{bo} \\ s_{eb} & s_{ee} & s_{eo} \\ s_{ob} & s_{oe} & s_{oo} \end{bmatrix} \]

where, for example, \( s_{bb} \) is the driving point reflection coefficient of the base with the emitter and collector both terminated by \( Z_0 \). Similarly, \( s_{ob} \) is the transducer power gain for the collector port when driving the base. \( s_{ob} \) is of particular significance for a device, being similar to \( h_{21} \) when using h-parameters and to \( s_{21} \) when considering two-port s-parameters. The frequency at which \( s_{ob} \) goes through 0 dB is defined as \( f_o \) and represents a minimum value for \( f_{max} \). The other parameters have similar meanings.

The nine elements of matrix (8) are not all independent because we are considering a three-terminal device. In fact, there are only four independent parameters; if these are known, the others can be found, being related by the condition:

\[ \sum_{j=1}^{3} s_{1j} = \sum_{i=1}^{3} s_{ij} = 1. \]

This relation follows from a similar relation for the y-parameters where

\[ \sum_{i=1}^{3} Y_{1j} = \sum_{j=1}^{3} Y_{ij} = 0; \]
for example,

\[ s_{ob} = 1 - s_{eb} - s_{bb} \]  

(11)

From Equation (4) it is now possible to obtain the expressions for the two-port parameters, with any feedback element as a common-lead impedance. See Fig. 2.

Obtaining Two-Port Parameters From Three-Port Information

The two-port parameters for the three possible configurations are given by three sets of Equations: (12a), (12b), and (12c).

**Common Emitter**

\[ s_{te} = s_{eb} + \frac{s_{ce} s_{eb} - s_{b}}{1 - s_{ee}} - \frac{s_{be} s_{eb}}{s_{ee}} \]  

(12a)

\[ s_{re} = s_{be} + \frac{s_{ce} s_{be} - s_{b}}{s_{ee}} + \frac{s_{be} s_{be}}{1 - s_{ee}} \]

**Common Base**

\[ s_{tb} = s_{ce} + \frac{s_{ce} s_{be} - s_{b}}{1 - s_{ee}} - \frac{s_{be} s_{be}}{s_{ee}} \]  

(12b)

\[ s_{rb} = s_{be} + \frac{s_{ce} s_{be} - s_{b}}{s_{ee}} + \frac{s_{be} s_{be}}{1 - s_{ee}} \]

**Common Collector**

\[ s_{tc} = s_{eb} + \frac{s_{ce} s_{eb} - s_{b}}{1 - s_{ee}} - \frac{s_{be} s_{be}}{s_{ee}} \]  

(12c)

\[ s_{rc} = s_{be} + \frac{s_{ce} s_{be} - s_{b}}{s_{ee}} + \frac{s_{be} s_{be}}{1 - s_{ee}} \]

If \( r_t \) is replaced with \(-1\), this is the same as grounding the common lead; consequently, the above series of equations give the normal two-port parameters.

Before discussing the properties of Equation (12) series, several interesting observations can be made. First, it has been recognized previously that the gain in the common emitter configuration can be increased by adding a capacitor in series with the emitter. It can be shown from typical data for \( s_{ee} \) that when \( Z_e \) is capacitive, \([1/(r_e) - s_{ee}]\) can be made a minimum, and \( s_{ee} \) attains a maximum value. The disadvantage is that the other parameters also increase; in fact, \( s_{ie} \) and \( s_{oo} \) (the input and output reflection coefficients in common emitter configuration) become greater than unity and the device is very unstable.

It can also be observed from typical data that an inductance in the common-base lead will usually cause \([1/(r_b) - s_{bb}]\) to diminish and the common-base gain to increase.

Another application of the equations is to find a common-lead impedance which will minimize the reverse transducer power gain. For example, the value of \( r_b \) which makes \( s_{bb} = 0 \) is given by Equation (13) and a similar expression holds for the other two configurations.

\[ r_b = \frac{s_{ee}}{s_{ee} s_{bb} - s_{bb} s_{b}} \]  

(13)

If the magnitude of \( r_b \leq 1 \), then the element is passive and a neutralized device can be obtained.

We have touched briefly on some special applications of Equations (12). Because of the relative simplicity, a considerable amount of information can be obtained very quickly, particularly if the significance of the two-port parameters, with respect to desired circuit response, is kept in mind. The accuracy of the derived two-port parameters for a given accuracy in the original measured parameters can also be monitored easily.

**Properties of Equation (13)**

Equations (12a, b and c) are all of a single form which we can express as

\[ s = a + \frac{b}{1 - r c} \]  

(14)

where \( a, b \) and \( c \) are related to the measured three-port parameters. Equation (14) is a complex equation relating the variables \( s \) and \( r \); it is a standard equation in complex variable theory. Manipulating Equation (14) shows that the relationship between \( r \) and \( s \) is a bilinear transformation:

\[ s = \frac{a + r (b - ac)}{1 - r c} \]  

(15)
There are two ways of looking at Equation (14) for \( s \) as a function of \( r \). One is similar to that considered for the two-port transducer power gain. In this case, we can display circles of constant magnitude of \( s \) on the \( r \) plane. For \( s_{\infty} \), those are common emitter constant-gain circles as a function of the common-lead impedance instead of the load or generator. The radius and center of the constant-gain circles are given by (16) and (17) respectively:

\[
\rho = \frac{1}{k^2} \sqrt{|f|^2 - g^2 k^2} \tag{16}
\]

\[
r_0 = \frac{f^*}{k^2} \tag{17}
\]

where

\[
g^2 = |s|^2 - |a|^2
\]

\[
f = c g^2 + a^* b
\]

\[
k^2 = |s|^2 |c|^2 - |b - ac|^2
\]

The other way to handle Equation (14) is to map the \( r \) plane onto the \( s \) plane. It is well known that, for the bilinear transformation, circles on the \( r \) plane map into circles on the \( s \) plane. This is significant since it means that the Smith Chart for the \( r \) plane can be mapped onto the \( s \) plane, giving both the magnitude and phase of \( s \) for each complex value of \( r \). Precision depends only on how many circles are mapped onto the \( s \) plane. This technique gives an exceedingly broad picture of what is going on.

SHUNT FEEDBACK

Not only can the effects of a common lead impedance be characterized by the set of Equation (12), but also shunt feedback can be handled in precisely the same way.

All three leads in the three-port measurement system are referred to a common ground through a characteristic impedance \( Z_0 \). The parameters measured form the three-terminal scattering matrix. It is then possible to make a simple transformation to a new 3 x 3 scattering matrix where the ports are referred to one another (Fig. 3).

The two-port parameters with any shunt element in any configuration are then given by the same transformation as the series case [Equation (12)]. The series and shunt feedback transformation can be combined resulting in the analysis of very complicated circuits.

APPLICATIONS OF THREE-PORT SCATTERING PARAMETERS

An example of the use of the preceding three-port transformation will be described in order to demonstrate the capability and usefulness of the approach. The example chosen, because of its wide applications, will show how the two-port common emitter parameters at 1 and 2 GHz vary with either series or shunt feedback elements.

Fig. 4 is used as a reference for the mapping of circles from the \( r \) plane to circles in the \( s \) plane. For example, Point 1 is a short circuit and the values of the transformed parameters that occur at Point 1 are those that exist with a short as a series or shunt element.
The graphs 5 through 8 display how the above theory can be applied to synthesizing the performance of transistor circuits. The example given is for a microwave small signal transistor with an $f_t$ of about 4 GHz and an $f_{max}$ of about 6 GHz. The transformation for 1 and 2 GHz for series feedback are given by Figs. 5 and 6 and for shunt feedback by Figs. 7 and 8.

Figs. 5 through 8 have a very general nature, in that, essentially all high frequency, small signal transistors behave similarly. Some of the information contained in Figs. 5 through 8 will be discussed in order to provide examples of the meaning and use of the graphs as well as to point out some of this general information.

Common Emitter Configuration With Series Feedback

Let us see what happens to $s_{12}$ or the input impedance as the common lead impedance varies (Figs. 5a and 6a). Point 1 represents a short circuit and the resulting input reflection coefficient is that of the grounded common emitter stage. As resistance is added in the emitter (moving from Points 1 through 6) $s_{12}$ moves essentially on a constant resistance line of a few ohms in the direction of increasing series capacitance. Similarly increasing inductance (Points 1, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10) results in essentially an increase in the real part of the input impedance; the reactance, being relatively constant.

In the case of $s_{22}$ (Figs. 5d and 6d) the effect is more complicated; the magnitude of $s_{22}$ increases with increasing $L$, $R$, or $C$. With inductance or resistance in the emitter, the output impedance becomes more capacitive and, for values of $R$ less than Point 4, the real part decreases while it increases for inductive load.

The transducer power gain in a $Z_o$ system $|s_{21}|^2$ decreases for either a resistor or inductance in the common lead. The effect is less at higher frequencies for a given device; for example, a resistance indicated by Point 4 results in a gain which is the same at both 1 and 2 GHz. The very serious effect small inductances can have at high frequencies could be illustrated by evaluating the drop in gain if, for example, a 100 mil lead length were used with this chip. This would correspond to about 12.5 ohms of inductance, or just past Point 7 at 1 GHz (Fig. 5b), and 25 ohms on Point 8 at 2 GHz (Fig. 6b). The drop in gain is significant.

The effect is, of course, much more serious as you move up in frequency to the 4-6 GHz range which is the present practical limit for useful transistor operation. A capacitive emitter impedance, in general, increases the transducer power gain, but also causes an increase in $s_{11}$ and $s_{22}$ resulting in instability. Notice also that there does not exist a positive real value of impedance which will neutralize the device at 1 or 2 GHz.

Common Emitter With Shunt Feedback

In this case Point 6 (Figs. 7 and 8) or an open circuit corresponds to the grounded emitter configuration. The values for the parameters obtained with an open shunt impedance (Point 6, Figs. 6 and 8) should, of course, be identical to that for a short circuit emitter series impedance (Point 1, Figs. 5 and 6).

The input impedance $s_{12}$ is relatively independent with either capacitive or resistive feedback (Figs. 7a and 8a). This is because of the low input impedance into the device. The value of $s_{12}$ is much more sensitive to inductive shunt feedback as indicated by moving from an open circuit Point 6 through Points 10, 9, 8, 7 and 1 corresponding to lower values of inductive impedance.

$|s_{21}|^2$, the transducer power gain, decreases with resistive or capacitive shunt feedback. For example, a collector base capacitance of 1.5 pf causes a drop in gain from Point 6, Figure 7b, to Point 14 and a drop to Point 13 in Fig. 8b. Also the effect of reducing the collector base capacitance, for example, by reducing the base pad size can be easily ascertained. As inductive shunt feedback is added, the gain increases to very large values until very small values of inductance are reached when the gain begins to drop approaching essentially zero with a short circuit.

The reverse gain $s_{12}$ increases with any shunt feedback. It changes a relatively small amount for capacitive or resistive feedback, but changes more drastically for inductive feedback.

Point 5, (Figs. 7b and 8b, 100 ohms) gives a gain $|s_{21}|^2$ of about 5 dB at 1 and 2 GHz with about 10 to 10 ohms of input impedance with 45-60 ohms of output impedance and a low reverse feedback $|s_{12}| < 0.2$. More gain could be obtained over this frequency range by using inductive peaking in the shunt feedback.

The same gain, about 5 dB, can be obtained at both 1 and 2 GHz with about 50 ohms (Point 4) of series feedback (Figs. 5b and 6b).

In this case the input impedance is about 10 ohms but with about 60 ohms to 30 ohms of capacitive reactance (Figs. 5a and 6a). The output impedance is 10-20 ohms with 60-150 ohms of capacitive reactance. The reverse feedback goes from 0.2 to 0.4. Additional gain can be obtained with capacitive series peaking.

This technique has been exceptionally useful in obtaining a thorough understanding of the behavior of small signal devices in amplifier and oscillator circuits from low frequencies to the very highest frequencies at which transistors will presently operate. The technique has been used to advantage as an initial or rough synthesizing tool and also as a precise and general analysis technique for very complex circuits.

Although not illustrated, these transformations are particularly well suited for considering distributed impedances. For example, a transmission line terminated by a lumped element is represented on the $r$ plane as a circle about the origin with frequency. This circle also maps onto the $s$ planes as a circle.

Three-Port Measurement System

The three-port measurement system is just an extension of the two-port system, but what we will describe here in detail is the unique three-port broadband system for the measurement of unbonded transistor chips.

A schematic of the system is shown in Fig. 9 and photographs of the actual setup in Figs. 10, 11, 12, 13 and 14. The signal is directed incident on one port and measured reflected from this port and transmitted.
out the other two ports. Next the second port is driven and then the third, resulting in the measurement of the 9 scattering parameters. The switching of the signal and measurement ports is controlled by electrical signals triggered either manually or by a computer. The signals are detected by a sampler and compared against a reference. The resulting output is displayed on a polar chart, oscilloscope, etc., or can be fed directly to a computer.

Transistor chips are presently being measured on a production basis for use on hybrid integrated circuits on this equipment. A chip can be measured from 0.1 to 12.4 GHz on this equipment. Almost any information about the device can be obtained; $f_{\text{max}}$ or $|S_\text{z}|$, etc., or performance in an amplifier or oscillator. This information can also be obtained as a function of the dc bias conditions. The loading, testing, calculating, unloading and sorting can be done routinely in less than 2 minutes per device. The device is then ready to be bonded down on a microcircuit. It is assured not only that the device will work but that the circuit will perform as required with a very high yield even with many devices per circuit.

CONCLUSION

A practical and accurate technique for measuring unbonded transistor chips from 0.1 to 12.4 GHz has been described.

In order to accomplish this, a new set of parameters, the three-terminal scattering parameters for a transistor, are utilized. Not only can the conventional two-port parameters be obtained simply from the measured quantities, but also the paper shows how the effect of adding a series or shunt impedance to the device can be obtained mathematically by using a simple extension of the basic equation involved.

The data for a conventional microwave transistor is utilized for showing how a mapping technique can be applied which shows visibly at a single glance, at a particular frequency, the effect of adding any series or shunt feedback element. The data and general effects shown are typical of any microwave small signal transistors and the many figures shown are therefore of general use for reference information.

The equipment used to accomplish the measurement of transistor chips is described including a description and pictures of the techniques used to make contact to the transistor chips.

In this paper and one previously published, the foundation has been laid for the precise measurements of transistor chips in terms of useful microwave parameters as well as describing powerful design tools particularly but not limited to the precise but simple design of microwave hybrid thin film circuity. The utilization of this material in designing microwave circuits such as oscillators and amplifiers will be described in forthcoming articles.
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Figs. 5a, b, c and d — Common emitter series feedback impedance mapped onto the s-parameter planes at 1 GHz. The shaded regions correspond to inductive impedance while the colored areas are capacitive.
Figs. 6a, b, c and d — Common emitter series feedback impedance mapped onto the s-parameter planes at 2 GHz. The shaded regions correspond to inductive impedances while the colored areas are capacitive.
Figs. 7a, b, c and d — Common emitter shunt feedback impedance mapped onto the s-parameter planes at 1 GHz. The shaded regions correspond to inductive impedances while the colored areas are capacitive.
Figs. 8a, b, c and d — Common emitter shunt feedback impedance mapped onto the s-parameter planes at 2 GHz. The shaded regions correspond to inductive impedances while the colored areas are capacitive.
Fig. 9 — Schematic of the rf system used to make the three-port measurements.

Fig. 10 — This is a photograph of the first system built to measure the three-port scattering parameters of transistor chips.

Fig. 11 — This figure shows the system in more detail. Apparent in the photograph is one of the phase shifters, bottom, the sampler on the left, a microscope at the top, a positioner for making contact to the transistor, right, and the three signal ports terminating in the transistor chip fixture in the center.

Fig. 12 — This is a close-up view of the fixture used for measuring chips with the cover removed for loading.

Fig. 13 — This is a close-up picture of the fixture. The three center conductors can be observed converging at the center.

Fig. 14 — This photograph was taken through a microscope and shows one center conductor making contact to the collector (plated gold on the back of the chip) and the base and emitter contacts. This device has contact pads of about 1 mil on a side. Devices with pads 1/2 mil on a side are handled routinely.
MEASURING S PARAMETERS

Today's interest in s parameters results from the ease with which these vector quantities are measured. One of the standard circuits for measuring s parameters of transistors consists of two dual directional couplers, two biasing tees, and a fixture to hold the transistors. The operation is quite straightforward.

Consider the circuit shown below.

\[ S_{11} = \frac{B}{A} / (\phi_B - \phi_A) \]
\[ S_{21} = \frac{C}{A} / (\phi_C - \phi_A) \]

The RF source sends a signal down the 50Ω system toward the test device (transistor). The signal out of A is proportional to the signal incident on port 1 of the test device. The signal out of B is proportional to the signal reflected from port 1, and the signal at C is proportional to the signal transmitted through the test device and out of port 2. The 50Ω system on the port 2 side is terminated in the 50Ω load. As a result, the signal at D is zero because none of the signal out of port 2 is reflected back at the test device.

The ratio B/A is the magnitude of s_{11}, and the phase difference between B and A is the phase of s_{11}. Likewise, C and A determine s_{21}. Either the 8405A Vector Voltmeter or the 8410A Network Analyzer is used to detect these coupler outputs.

Similarly, the setup shown below measures s_{12} and s_{22}. The major difference between these two setups is that the 50Ω load and the RF source have been interchanged.

\[ S_{12} = \frac{B}{D} / (\phi_B - \phi_D) \]
\[ S_{22} = \frac{C}{D} / (\phi_C - \phi_D) \]
These circuits can be constructed from individual components or supplied in a single box. When the circuit is contained in a single box, the tedious job of connecting coax circuitry disappears, and s-parameter measurements can be made by pushing a button. This is the case with the HP 8745A S Parameter Test Set.

The figure below shows diagrams of two different s-parameter systems.

The first system makes swept-frequency measurements from 110 MHz to 2 GHz using an 8410A Network Analyzer. The minimum transistor drive signal required by this system is 22.5 mV.

The second system makes single-frequency measurements using the 8415A Vector Voltmeter. The vector voltmeter is more sensitive than the network analyzer. The minimum transistor drive signal required by this system is 5 mV. This additional sensitivity will compensate for coupler rolloff in the s-parameter test set below 100 MHz. As a result, this system can be used down to 14 MHz and still preserve the same transistor signal levels required by the network analyzer system at 110 MHz.